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Police Recovered Wheel Stolen From
J. C. Farley Several Nights Ago
—Other Department News.
Report was made lo Chief James
'Collins yesterday that the Aycock
knitting mills at Fifth and Jones
streets had been working on Sunday
in violation of the Sabbath closing
laws. The chief ordered the
plaint looked into to see if




Chief Collins is looking into the
.cemplaint that while beer kegs are
being unloaded from the train at
Fifth and. Norton streets the heavy
barrels ate thrown out of the car on
the sidewalks in such a manner that
the pavements are damaged badly.
The chief has instructed his men to
see who it is that pitches the kegs
•cn the sidewalks, and if it is not
stopped, to have warrants issued.
Negro Shot Another.
Carney Gritty), shot Alfred Benson
in the leg at Lovelaceville Sunday
afternoon, and the local police halt
been requested to keep a sharp look-
out for Griffey, who escaped and is
thought to be coming this way. Both
are colored, and Benson is not fatal-
ly injured, although the wound is
quite serious. It is reported to the
officials here that the shooting came
up about a woman.
.11 ,2!ria
Wheel Recovered.
The police have recovered from
"Friday" Ingram's bicycle shop on
Jefferson near Fourth street the
wheel stolen from J. C. Farley, who
left it in front of Lang's drug store
several nights ago. Someone took the
wheel to Ingram and sold it, but he
does not remember who it was.
Box of Cigars Taken.
H. P. Hawkins, the feed dealer of
South Second street ,informed the
officers yesterday that someone broke
Into his place Sunday and stole a
box of fine cigars.
Had a Scrap.
Frank Janata alad Douglas Pryor,
-colored, were arretted yesterday by
Officer Dick Woods on the charge of
haying a scrap.
Robbed by Negroes.
Sunday, Houston Wilkerson cc-
pnrtecf to I-TeUceitalirThomas Potter
that while he was going up North
Twelfth street to his home in Row-
landtown, 'tsteti negroes held him up,
relieving him of.,about $5. He recog-
seized one of the darkies and gave
to the police a description of this
one, but the police have sot yet
LIEN FOR WATER
FURNISHED
WATER COMPANY HAS ONE
IN THE HIMBI110 BANKRUPT
PROCEEDING.
MAY NOT HAVE PRIORITY
OVER OTHER CLAIMS
ORDERED THAT FIVE PER
CENT DIVIDEND BE DE-
CLARED IN SELLARS
CASE.
Judge Reed Issued Order of Sale of
AU property in Summer's and
Peck Case,
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
court has virtually decided that the
waterworks company has a lien in
the Dr. H. T. Hessig bankruptcy
proceeding for water furnished Hes-
Aig to manufacture whiskey at his dis-
tillery in Mechanicsburg. He has
not made the order, however, and
will not until he receives a copy of
the decision rendered by Judge
Walter Evans at Louisville in a simi-
lar case, desiring to peruse this
optnion before deciding the local case
because the Louisville judge is.. the
official to whom appeals are taken
horn the referee's court here. Referee
Lagby will probably decide also that
although while a lien exists it is
not given priority over other claims
against the estate, because it was
not asserted in the state courts with-
in sixty days after the water was
furnished.
Notice of Dividend.
Referee Bagby yesterday notified
the creditors of the J. W. Sellars
case that on the 29th instant he
would declare a five per cent. dividend
in this proceeding, the total for dis-
!ribution to be about $3oo He gives
notice to the creditors so they Can
tile exceptions, '1 any exist, to the
proposed dividend.
All But Grand Jury.
Judge Reed goes out to * Benton
again tomorrow as the grand jury
.s expected to make its final report
to him by that time. They have
been inves'igating a number of cases
and their report is the only thing
remaining before the court can be
brought to a close. The petit jury
was dismissed last week.
— -
Order of Bale.
Judge Reed yesterday issued an
order directing that Receiver Ceci!
Reed, of the Summers and Peak
steamboat business, sell all the
steamboats, barges and other prop-
erty belonging to the concern in
order the business can be wound up,
the partners having disagreed and
carried into court the question of
settling up their interests.
Adjudged Lunatic.
Yesterday in the county court Act-
ing County Judge John J. Bkich
tried S. W. Wilson, the colored
barber of South Third near Clark
street, for lunacy. The midence
showed his mind was unbalanced,
and he was ordered to the Hopkins-
Ole asylum by the jury.
Released Under Orders.




1id not fall 
outside pantaloon. 
Out because the0
knife did not cut the pocket lining,
day arrested but released on promis-
ing to leave town and not return.
He seems weak-mioded and has a
mania for throwing rocks at children.
Pickpocket Used Knife.
Sunday Mr. William Little, of tit-
/. C. allows reported that the even•
hag before, while he was passing
through a crowd at Fourth and
0 Broadway, some- pickpocket cut his
trousers right over the pocket with
• intention of relieving it of, the large
sum of money inside, but as soon
as Mr. Little felt the slash, he
:reached down and detected it. He
did not, get a glimpse of the thief
before die. latter got away. The
mog,( 
—The James T. Walbert camp of
Co federate veterans meets this..eve-
:ring at the City !rill' in monthly
tensioia. t" 1 ,1
Proptrty 961d.
Property lying on the banks of
Newton creek in the county, has
been sold by T. W. Warford to
Marshall Walters for $t and other
considerations, and the deed lodgil
for record with the county clerk
yesterday.
Two farms in the county were sold
by James A. Glauber to J. M. Pryor
for $4A00.
VQL 43. NO i9
SCHOOL BOARD DEADLOCK
REMAINS UNSETTLED AS YET
THE BALLOTING LAST EVENING SHOWED THAT THE SIX
SUPPORTERS OF MISS MORGAN REMAIN Lorata. TO HER
CAUSE—PRESIDENT WILLIAMSON' ADJIOCURNED MEETING
IN UNrIZEZEDENTED MANNER.
A little "Redwine-Mtusic-Hall"
ruling was induldged in last even-
ing by President Harry Williamson
of the school board during the spee
eta! session held by that body last
evening at the Washington building.
It was when a motion for adjourn-
ment was made, six voting to ad-
journ and six against it, by vive
voce vote. To show that the motion
did not carry, those opposing it
called for an individual vote or divis-
ion, this privilege being given them
by the rules, and also by virtue of
parliamentary usage, last the presi-
dent refused to call for the division
and declared the body adjourned.
The ruling came about during the
special session called for the pur-
pose of trying to settle the contro-
versy over the English teachership
position, six of the members trying,
to put the incumbent, Miss EMM1
Morgan, out so another can be
chosen. Heretofore the six opposetie
to bliss Morgan, have voted for 4:
Miss Hall of Illinois, but at this
session they put Prof. Huse up al
their candidate. He got their six
votes during the sateen ballots takenit
while the supporters of Miss Morgan
clung to her. The continuation of
the deadlock thereby evidencing it:
self, those against Miss Horgan tried
to pass over the English teachership
Licensed to Mart 
The clerk issued marriage licenses
to two colored couples yesterday,
they being William Hill, aged 22 and
Lula Spinks, aged 23 of the city, and
James Candle, aged 33 and Fana
Crawford, aged es of the city.
—The lightning and wind got some
city fire department wires crossed
last night about 9 olcloctld and alarms
were sent in, but departments not
called out, Chief Wood tracing down
the trouble which bounded the gongs.
—The one year old elaild Of Mr.
W."Et. Hodgeie of iiof Jaciran street
died Sunday and was take& Grand
givers yesterday for burial.
and select the collared teachers, but
those on the °thee side defeated this
attempt on the ground that the elec•
tion of white teachers should be
finished before election of the colored
ones are gone into. The anti-Mor-
gan trustees then moved to adjourn,
and a viva voeo vote was taken, the
Morgan supporters balloting against
adjournment. President Williamson
declared the body adjourned anyhow,
although the Morgan supporter 4
asked for a division, or individual
vote on the motion. Williamson re-
freed them this, and with a "Red-
wine" act illegally called the session
to a close. He is one of those
against Miss Morgan, and the sup-
porters of the latter intended keeping
him and the five of the other side
at the meeting until some settlement
was made, but this unparliamentary
and unprecedented ruling brought
things to a close.
: It is understood that when there
are -filled-the vacancies created by
pld teachers not applying for re-elect-
lion that the board intends to fill as
many of the places as possible out of
the "cadet class" which consists of
Zile year's graduates, who did such
valuable work as substitutes the past
year when the regular instructors
%vele prevented by sickness from hav-'t
rig charge of their .respective rooms.
Police Commissioners Will
Investigate Two Patrolmen
POLICEMEN ERNEST HILL AND WILLIAM ROGERS CHARGED
WITH HAVING TROUBLE LAST SATURDAY AS REULT OF
CONTROVERSY REGARDING ROGERS' RACE FOR CITY
JAILER NEXT YEAR.
Mayor Yeiser has called the police proposed race to Patrolman Hill.
commissioners to meet this afternoon
at 3 o'clock at the City Hall, for the
purpose of taking up an,investigatioe
into the conduct of Patrolmen Ernest
Hill and William Rogers, who are
accused of having an altercation last
Saturday afternoon down about
Seventh and Trimble streets. The
mayor issued the call yesterday at
noon, and will sift the matter.
Officer William Rogers is contem-
plating running for city jailer during
the Democratic primary next spring,
when the latter remarked that he
would like to know who in the mis-
chief would vote for Patrolman
Rogers for jailer. Hill claims he
made the remark jokingly, while
Patrolman Rogers thought he meant
it and intended disparaging com-
ment regarding the race, when the
two got into some hot words, and :t
is claimed officer Rogers started to
strike Patrolman 'Hill with his
"billy" when former city detective
William Baker separated them and
brought the embryonic hostility to a
and last Saturday was speaking of hisebtiose.
MACHINE ARRIVE
MR. ANDERS CAMB WITH IT
FROM ST. LOUIS YES-
TERDAY.
The Outfit Will Be Operated Upon
the Public Streets For Thirty
Days by Expert Man.
Yesterday morning, Mr. W. H
An ers o t e St. Louis Street Fl
ing machine company arrived h
from that city, bringing with hint
the stneet flushing machine which 4te
will operate free of charge upon le
Paducah streets for a period of obe
month, the company desiring to sill
the board of works the outfit that
v.iIl be tested in order that they can
see how it works. Ithat office, therefore he placed in
Mr. Anders brought along wit charge of the business others who
him one of his expert men who will i became interested. Now a contro-
this morning begin operating the iversy has arisen between the parties
machine by cleaning different therii land Mr. Bleich throws the store into
REICH ASSIGNS
THIS MOVE DECIDED UPON
YESTERDAY BY THE
PROPRIETOR
Stated That It Was Not From
Financial Standpoint, But For
Self Protection.
'Justice John J. BleichL the 'eweler,
yestsleday made an ii-signment of his
business, selecting A. E. Boyd of the
Eaton & Boyd law firm, as his as-
signee, and the latter is now in
charge of the store which is closed.
but will be re-opened shortly again
for business.
Since Mr. Bleich has been elected
justice of the peace, hie time has been




HEAR PROTESTS pin ,
AGAINST THEM.




ON Adki.:&I*̀̀ Itill'TilE RAIN
THE LACTURR War cot... •
"THE SNOLLYGOSTEr
WILL BE GIVEN TONIIIHT
THREATENING WEATHERKENTUCKY AVENUE WILL
NOT BE OPENED FROM PREVENTED LARGE AT-
ELEVENTH TO TWELFTH TENDANCE AT THE
STREET. PARK.
The Council Refused to Repeal the
Ordinance That Makes Huck-
sters Pay City License—
Important Session.
During the council meeting last
cvening at the city hall, steps look-
ing towards weeding out objection-
able saloons over the city were
taken, when it was ordered that
sometieneNghis or next week a meet-
ing be held by the joint license com-
mittee from both legislative boards
for puropse of having' come before
them people and petitions protesting
against the licenses of certain saloon
Ists being renewed. • All saloon
license* expire the last of this month,
and applications for renevval have to
conic from proprietors through the
license committee to the full boards.
As there are many grog shops over
the city that are objectionable, and
surrounding residents will wage a
warfare anipat renewal of the
license, the . committee desires to
bold this meeting so that all the
Protests can be heard, and then the
committeemen will decide what rec• and also by the Lady Washington
Interest in the Chautauqua is Grow.
ing Rapidly—AU Who Attend
Have Loud Praise.
On account of the weather only
about 200 persono were in the Clmu-
tatiqua tone last night. A heavy rain
fell from 8 (Aloe ir until after ci
Olclock. !Col. H. W. J. Ham of
Georgia who was on the program for
his celebrated humorous lecture "The
Snollygoster in Poles," was dela)"
ed by a wretch and did not reach the
city until 8:is o'clock and arrived at
the grounds at 9 o'clock, and at once
began his lecture but was forced to
desist on account of the roar of the
helavyrairion the tent, and as it pre-
vented him from brtng hearei by the
erstiee audience, a vote on postponing
the lecture until tonight was taken
and carried. Therefore, Col. Ham
will deliver the lecture at 8 o'clocie
tonight and Mr. Wallace Bruce Ares'-
terry who is billed for that how to
render "Richelieu" will not give it
until tomorrow night.
The audience in waiting for Col.
Ham, was delightfully, entertained by
Mr. Ainsibury with severe recital&
cramendation they will make to the quartet, notwegmtariiinig
objections to come before the full
board sessions. The committee will
decide immediately what day they
will sit to receive the complaints,
and advertise same through the
papers so the people will know when
to appear. During last night's gath-
ering the council rejected the reso-
'Talon to refuse licenses to any
saloons outside the district bounded
by Clay, Tenth, Norton streets and
the river. Mclkciom, iBarnett, Hill
and Duval were the only ones favor.
iog the saloon boundary while the
other five present opposed it, being
Katterjohn, Van Meter, Oehischlae-
ger, Williamson and Meyers. Her-
zog, Dipple and Kolb were absent.
This action on part of the council
means that all people objecting to
any saloon can proceed to get up
teeir petitions and grounds for com-
plaint, and the committee will pub-
l:sh what date they can be presented.
During their arguments on the ques-
tion, the council talked as if the
licenses of all would be refused where
gcod objections are raised.
Mayor Yeiser reported to the board
that he had renewed with the federal
government the contract, stipulating
that the city of Paducah will cars! for
sick rivermen at the city hospite! for
feso per day, while $a per day will
be charged for steamboatmen with
smallpox.
full boards, whether the protested appointment in not hearing Col.
Licenses be renewed, or not. As mani lzoini finish, eil
are ceunplibed pis iiiis solvaece goatesi waft. +veil *Owed with the evening.
lecture, the audience
ing of tlik comnidee is to be held. Every citizen should hear "Tb•
because it would tilke up entirely too Snollygoster in Politics." It is a
much time for all the protests and gem, and will afford a most profitable
entertainment . The interest in rho
Chautauqua is increasing, and its
succose assured.
The *matt rei nee weather yesterday
and last night kept a number away,
but there wee a good crowd present
considering the weathe r. All who
have ateended are lavish in their
praise, tratticulatly of the Lady Wash-
ington Quartett The ladies have
sung their way intot the hearts of
the peoplek and they are greeted with
enthusiastic applause at each appear-
ance.
Prominent on today's program
which in given below, are Prof, U
G. Fletcher' lend Miss Ruth I.. Hem,-
leeway.
Prof. Fletcher hes had years of ex-
perience in lecturing on health topics
and conducting physical culture
classes. He 'has had ,nearked success
in his work with children. The chil-
dren should attend his classee which
are free to those wo have admission
tickets .
Mliss Hemienway comes from a fam-
ily distinestiehed in literary lines. She
hes also bed a splendid education in
oratory at the Northwestern univers-
ity. Her lecture recitals in literature
will he not, only instructive, but en- •
tertaining.
Today's Program.
fly, Children's Athletics. .Prof. U. G.
Fletcher.
., fleet-Fr - f
'Fletcher.
10:30 "Dreams and Premonitions'
Dr. Stanley L. Krebe.
2:3o Lecture "Old Time!
Col. H. W. J. Hem
4:00 Lecturet-Recital, "Rift of His-.
toric Never' and reeding "If I
VVlere King," Miss Ruth L. Heinen-
otighfares down in the city. Afte, the hands of an assignee for the busi-
ness to be wound up. He stated yes-
terday that it was not from a finan-
cial standpoint, as the concern can
more than_treble pay out, but that it
was for %is. self protection that he
made the assignment, owning the
controlling interest. The liabilities
and assets are now being scheduled,
for filing with the county clerk.
the board of works sees the machine
operated for one month, they will
then decide whether or not to pur-
chase it, the price being $1,000 ,on
easy terms. If they do not buy the
machine is sent back to the fact
the only cost to the city being
freight back and forth.
Another St. Louis concern mantle
facturing this charactge.of machines
will have one here also, to demon-
strate its workings in trying to make
a sale.
-.-Sheriff John- Ogilvie is coMined
again with illness at his horn in the
county.
tieed as the old pesthouse near the
county poor farm, and also wants to
sell the old abandoned gravel pit on
North Sixth street. The finance com-
mittee was ordered to see what was
the best price they could get for the
properties that are no longer of any
ese to the jimunicipalitv.
There was filed a notice showing
the water company had extended its
sum ly mains on Elitabeth between
Sixth and Seventh, and Jones be-
tween Sixteenth and Sev.nteenth.
S. E. Allen of the counts asked :he
council to refund the amount of fine
Ii. had to pay in the police court
because his astock ambled into the
city and were taken up by the cow
catcher. His request was referred to
the finance committee, ae was the
application of John F. Turner, that
he be refunded the $5 he paid as
dairyman's license now that there has
been revoked the ordinance com-
pelling mills sellers to pay city
I icense.
A letter was presented from
in Dixie"
way.
7:30 Concert Lady . We Ai firm Quar-
8:oo Hirrniorous•recture "The Snolly-




Leonard Greenwood, a shanty-
boater of Island creek, was before
Justice Emery yesterday on the
charge of failing to pay the state
license charged houseboatmen. He
was released on paying the, l'cense,
and cost of his areetc.
—The rainfall last Right flooded
the streetr. and gutters, while word
the from the 'sentry is that it visited the
•, rural districts, which greatly needed
(roneinued on Pegs it for the crops.
31 W
EXERCISES
TERM FOR ST. MARY'S ACADS-
MY ENDS WITH PRO-
GRAM.
These Are No Graduates This Y
From That Institution on
N. Fifth Street.
The closing exercises of St. Mary's
academy will occur tomorrow after-
noon at thei institutional buildings ou
Fifth and Monroe streets, and; a
charming" program las- been arranged
for the occasion. e aresio gradu-
ates this year, and; e outline for the
afternoon is as follows:
o Maria—Latin chorus sieniots.
Valse—R. A. de Saxy—first violin
Eudorte Farley, Mary Halpin; sec-
ond violin, Christie Kolb, Dixie
Hale; piano, Katherine Donovan.
Life Is a Dreans—song--Pianist, F.
Paxton.
Manch des Tairubous—:trio—S. Smith




Pleanures of Youth—H. Weeke; vio-
Tina, Will Hannan, Charles Snyder;
piano, Emmett Hannan.
Galop de Conicert—duo----Sargent
Lucile Graves, Maray Boyle.
Ten Little Chinamen--Song,--little
boys; pianist, Kate Malvin.
Invitation to the Dance—Von Weber
—piano solo—K. Donovan. Duo
F. Paeton, R. Fisher.




Mexican Dance (a) Manzanillo--
Heirnestx-rger (b) La Golondria--
Satsadell; violins, E. Farley, M
Halpin; piano, I.. Grief.
Harvest Song—seniors, pianist, L
Graves.
A Reverie--sinet, Irma Ross, M. Eak-
er, A. Donigan, E. Hannan.
The Daises' Secret—song, little
girl's, pianist, R. La MinOre.
Shadow dance—duo, Frauti-12. La
Mloore, S. Corbett.
Song of the Gleaners—Girls; pianist.
Gertrude •Voight.
Rociktwood Gallop--doo, Cameron—
N. Grogan, G. Voight.




Scene—Court of the Herod.
Act III.
Scene—At Bethlehem in Judea—





• it. Yopp, K. Molvin, R. Lk Moore.
Act IV.
&line—Desert of Bairma in ll'rance—
' iiantomine describing Magdalen's
vision.
In the Eternal Ci't'y—.'chorus. seniors.
Characters.
Mary Magdalen. a rich lady of
'Galilee—Lucile t'raves.
Martha, sister of. ,Nfagdalen-,7-Olive
- Nellie Yopp.




• Gabniust, first guard of Herod's
•palacc—Thomas Iloffman.
St. Mlaximin, bishop of Aix-en
iiirovence-71Charles Kiegen.
Surantri, young bride of Cana--
Endore Farley.
Mary Salons'. mother of John the
evangelist - Katherine Donovan.
Herodistle. usurpreas of tne throne
--Gertrude Fisher.
Veronca, a holy w.tman—Mary
Boyle, ,
Miriam—Helen Hameln
Opening Crow Indian Reaerva-
fion—Ticketc will be scild to Sheri-
Wyo Billings and Miles City,
Mont. Dates of sale June to to 26,
1036, inclusive, final limit July Toth,
tgo6. Round trip rate $295oo
Notice of Si&
Having been selected trustee of the
Shoffner-Hayes Medicine company, of
Paclueah, Kentucky, by a vote of
e than two-thirds of the stock
Loiders of said corporation, for the
purpose of winding 'iL and settling_
the business of said corporation, I as}
such trustee will on the 9th day
July, 1906, between the hours of to
a. m. and 4 p. in., at the place of
business of said corporation on the
corner of 7th and Broadway streets,
Paducah, Kentucky, offer for sale to
the highest and best bidder for cash
as follows:—
Ail of the formulas of said cor-
poration, which includes the formula
known as the Shoffner formula, and
formulas known as the Hayes
formulas and all trade marks be-
longing to each of shid- forniulas;
also all machinery and fixtures
of every kind and description
used by'said corporation in the manu-
facture of its medicines; also all of
the stock, medicine, merchandise, and
r-int'ed matter of every kind and de-
scription belonging to said corpora-
ton; also the good will of Said
corporation. This sale to embrace
and include all the assets of every
kind and description belonging to
said corporation, except book ac-
counts, notes, bills receivable, choses
in action, etc.
I will first offer for sale the
formula known as the Shoffner for-
mula and the trade mark belong-
ing to it; 1 will then next offer
for sale the formulas known as the
Hayes formulas, and the trade marks
belonging to same; I will then next
offer all the machinery and fixtures of
tvery kind and description used in
the manufacture of medicine by the
Shoffner-Hayes Medicine company,
and all medicine, merchandise,
yinted matter, and all other ma-
terial of every kind and description
belonging to said corporation, includ-
ing the good will, except the afore-
said accounts, etc.
After making the aforesaid sales
separately, I will then offer for saia
211 the aforesaid formulas, trade
marks, medicines, fixtures, machinery,
c'c., above described as a whole, and
will accept the highest and best bd.
If the aforesaid - sale shoulld fail
t. bring sufficient amount to pay
the liabilities of said corporation, I
will then offer for sale to the high-
eft and best bidder for cash, all the
book accounts, notes, and choses in
act'on belonging to said corporation.
W. R. HAYES, Trustee.
SWEAR IN MEN.
Lieutenant Read Comes Down This
Morning From Evansville, kid.
Iiietiteriant William Read of the U
U. S. army, recruiting office at Ev-
ansvirle. Ind.., will arrive here today
to swear in the enlistments made at
the branch office by the seargeant in
charge. The recruits are James N.
Golden. Henry H. Golden, of Dies
den. Tenn., and, Charles F. Ttromsqn
.-4 this city. They go to the training
school 'at Omaha, Neb., for a six
niont h's course, and will then be as
to service in the signal corps
of the army. The other reertit is
F Tlinrrnen who goes to Jeer-
son barnacles am St. Louis for infan-
try aervice.
LEST YOU FORGET.
All tax payers are hereby respect
fully reninded that the first Self
City taxes are now due.
Ten per cent penalty is added to
ail June bills remaining unpaid July
the first.' We desire that you escape
this additional cost, and also the an-
noyance of waiting your turn in the
rudh of the last few days. Therefore
we request 'you to kindly call ak the
treasurer's office soon as possible.
and greatly oblige yours,
JOHN, J. DORIAN,
City Treamirer.
Phoedtrus: Whoever has even
once become rwiterrions by base knard
-even if he speaks the :truth, gains
no belief.





CHARGE OF THE SMALL
PRISONERS.
Louis Ronda is Charged With Selling
Liquor Without a License—Po-
lice Court News.
:Stable Smith was yesterday, by
Judge Sanders of the police court
turned over to Judge Lightfoot of
-the juvenile court. The lad is the oite
who last Saturday 'stole the horse. of.
Dr. Bradley and was caught down at
Maxon's :Mill with the beast in his
possession.
The judge also ordered turned over
to the juvenile tribunal Frank Wag-
gon . The little fellow is charged
wit!, stealing a pair of shoes from
Michelson of South Second street.
Lous Collier was given a continu-
ance. until today of the warrant charg-
ing him with stealing chickens.
The concealed weapon charge
against Matthew MeCawiley was con-
tinued until today.
Miltion Clark was fined $to for a
breach of the peace, and Otis Mc-
Mlanus $5. while for .being drunk and
disorderly J. L. Lynn, Earnest 10 2.-
mow, Bud Dunn and Jim Under-
wood were fined $5 each.
'Harry Fagirt was fined $1 for being
drunk.
The fast driving charge against
Prentice Campbell was continued tin
til tomorrow.
EARTHQUAKES ART NOT
LIKELY IN SAME PLACE
Japanese Professor Writes on Dis-
aster in San Francisco.
The recent seismic disturbance on
the Pacific coast has had careful in-
vestigat'on by scientists, among them
being Dr. F. Ornori, professor of
Seismology of the Imperial Univer-
sity of Japan, and the greatest author-
ity on earthquakes. The conclusions
reached by this eminent expert, con-
.
firming the reports of geologists and
engineers, are most reassurring. Dr.
Omori makes the following interest-
ing statement for "Progress:"
Office of the Japanese Consul.
San Francisco, June 9, 1906.
Earthquakes have a tendency to
come in groups, namely, they occur
at different parts of a given region
or zone in the course of a few years.
Thus, b tween September 4, 1899, and
,Vortiary 31, 19°6. there have been a
series of seismic disturbances which
affected the southwest coast of Alas-
ka, Mexico, Central America, Colum
bat and Equation, indicating that these
earthquakes were of no local char-
acter, but that great stresses were
going, on along the Pacific coast, so
that the extension of the seismic dis-
turbance to the coast of the United
Sates would have been a most nat-
ural event to be expected. The great
earthquake of April 18 last may prob-
ably be regatcled as having completed
the continuity of the manifestation
ot seismic activity along this part of
the world.
Now an earthquake is caused by the
existence of a, certain weak point un-
derground, which, reaching its limit
finally gives rise to a sudden distur-
nce which f,irms the sontce of wave
motion propaga•ed through the rucks
and soil. An cattholiatie such all tint
on April IR may, :therefore be. regard;
cil as having removed a considerable
'instability existing in this part of
the earth's craw; regions most
strongly shaken becoming seismically
piace; t• 17 a coniaderable
period to come. As a matter of fact.
there is no instance in which great
earthquakes originated successively
at one anti the same center. The
small after-shocks which will for a
few years be felt by the different po.--
lions of the western coast, are not
of a nature to nurse alarm. On the
contrary, it is wen that these small




....of the Highe,14, Excellence....
It AppealsitoltheiArtistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KT
earth a crust svTles, by lora
them, into its original condition of
equilibrium. The intensity or destruc-
tive power of any seismic disturbance
which may visit San Francisco after
a considerable period of years is not
likely to be violent enough to dam-
age any well constructed building. It
will he an easy matter to make archi-
tectural and engineering structures
earthquake proof,
F. °MORI, D. Sc..
Professor of Seismology, Tokio Im
perial University.
CHICAGO LOSES $3,000,000
By the Tax Dodging of the Late
Marshall Field.
Chicago, Jnne 18--.The city of Chi-
cago and Cook county are losers to
the extent of $3.oexi,000 through the
tax-dodging of Marshall Field.
This was revealed in an open letter
by E. E. Prussing, president of the
C'tkzen's' Association, to the Conk
cotfrety hoard of review. In the let-
ter Mr. Pranging shows that Mr.
Field for many years paid taxes on
only $1,000,000 personality. Tbst fin-
ally ten years ago the board of re-
view increased his assessment to
$1,500,000.
That Mr. Field threatened to with; .
draw his residence from Chicago en- ;
irely, and thereby avoid pay'ng
cent of taxes, if the assessment was I
increased beyond this sum.
That the sworn returns of the Field
estate show chat the assessment
should ha,ve been $17,500,00—$15,0o0.-
000 more than the assessment.
All in all, Mr. Field dodged paying
$,p000,ono in taxes to the community.
BRIBE RESENTED BY BLOW.
Chinese Idea of Police "Graft" Re-
sults in Disastrous Climax.
Chicago, June 18.—What he be-
lieved to be qtricq and intelligent ad-
aption of American methods and cua-
toms led to the downfall of Lee
Lung, a Chinaman at 324 Aliark-street,I
early yesterday morning after he rat1
been arrested with seven of his coun-
trymen on a charge of gambling. Be-
ing a reader of the pa.pers and flat-
tering himself as being able to under-
stand "graft," Lee took it upon him-I
self to slyly slip the detectives who
ha made the raid several $5 and $to
bills.
Pondering over the matter in his
cell at "he Harrison set-set police sta-
tion. Lee was the most puzzled
celestial in Chicago, and as yet he has
not figured out just why he was so
unceremoniously thrust into the pa-
trol wagon and taken to the station.
The detectives refused the money
Whether it was through the prompt-
ing of conscience or because, they
were afraid that Lee might not be
able to keep the transaction quiet is
not known, and' that is the quostion
the Chinaman is trying to fignre out.
FIN DQUEER BEAST'S MUMY
Animal With Human Head Could
Either Walk, Swim or Fly.
Reno, Nev., Yttne lg.—What looks
like a combination of a Chineze devil
and a nightmare was brought to Car-
son today by J. B. Kenny and Ed
who found the uncanny ob-
ject high up on Mount DaviOsin. It
is mummified and has a head like a
human being, nose, mouth and eyes.
but no body. It is provided with
wings lace a bat and apparer•ly yAien
alive colud do most .anyth:n.g from
swimming in water to sailiag in the
air like a kite.
Profesior Smith took a photograph
of it and will send a copy to Professor
Frandsen of the University of Nevada
The head is about the size of a base
ball and though, it has no body it has
legs lifle a frog. Sixty teeth, three of
them broken, grace the mouth, which
perpetually grins. it is an absolute
unique species of !Penne primal this
used to walk, swim or fly, actirdiag
its fancy chose
WOMAN'S WEIGHT KILLS MAN
Neck Broken When -so-?eund Girl
Falls on Him.
Nliorristown. N. J., Jun- 1S—James
Condren of Summit. died in a hospital
here today from a broken neck sus-
tained when a 250-pount! woman fell
on him. Condren receive'', the injury
three wedloa ago while visiting friend:
named Murray in his tr,-ne town.
Nricc Murray. who tip 4 the scales
at a trill's. over 250 pot•nds., was in
a playful morid, and in hi- -ying• down
stairs to see Condi-en she tripped and
fell, landing on the m- who was
seated at the foot of ti' . stairway.
MURERERS VICTIM FOUND.
Body of Hart Discovered Year Lacon
Ill, With Bullet Wound.
June IR.—The body of
a nian ao years old was found, a mile
east of here with a bullet hol
t limns+ Hs 11 extit and another in tilt- 






"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 BROADWAY NEW YORK
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
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breast. The only clew found, on the!
body is a Scanlinaran paper published
at Cleveland, 0.. bearing the printed
0name of Nic Stap. It is a c ear
case of murder. The body was in






We Will 8011 RAILS, T
You sm Sample ost a LA:11lawn LE
POJP for Only •OUT DIE JUR
(CASH WITH ()not., sass)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
snaking. No danger from THORNS. CAC.
TVS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
!Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be -...ulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs .ow saleal ass. Ouse
Greenly-rive Thousand pairs sold last r NW.
DESciasProom, Male in •Il sires. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
with • special quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small puncture*
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped' op :ince or twice in • whole seems. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being even by several layers of thin. •pecially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt wheat riding on asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeested out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
tires is ila.5o per pair, but for advertising puroises we are making • special f to the rider
of only per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is rec6vad. We aricir FCrteleon approval.
You do not pay • cent until you have el/wattled and found them strictly as represented
We will snow aguish dismount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 04.5 per pair) if you wad
FULL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We wilt also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump and t Hammon metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these
puncture campers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be return
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory ma examination.
We are perfectly reliable and Money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker, Express' or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about WI. If you order • pair 01
these tires, you will find- that they will ride easier. run faster, wear better, last longer and toot,
arbor than any tire you have ever mare or seen at any price. We know that you be so well pleased
that wheat you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us a small trial
ardor at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
00ASTER-DRAKES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half
built-up-wheels saddles, pedals, parts and repair:ill 6
but write us • postal today. DO NOT THE OF BurnitoitDO NOT WAIT bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know tt.y. !iew
wonderful offers we are making. It only coats a postal to learn evetytlflng. Write it NOW. ,









121 S 4th St.
Good Morning!
Did. yna 'wallow yaw shur-41-dsamit-last -night./ I hay* a full liais at
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various p vices.
Help your neighbor bleep down the dust.
EdD.Hannan





















and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will sand you
YE= ADVICE. in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The




in young girls, is too often caused by the mothers' lack of knowledge of
prver treatment at that time. "Mamma was almost crazy, to think of my
sidows", writes Miss Hazel Upson, of 130 S. Fifth Street, De Kalb, Ill.
"Se best doctor in De Kalb gave me up and said I could not get well.
I had been sick with a fever and never got over it, but
WINE
OF ARD Woman'sRelief
brought me around all right. Before taking Cardui I had been out of order for six months,
vu weak, pale, wan and thin and hardly able to get around. A lady friend recommended
Car!u d mimmn got me a boitl.e, though she had very little hopes of its helping me, but
praise God I had taken just three bottles when I was relieved and began to get well right off.
Nov I am feeling well. Mamma wants me tesend you my picture to let you see how fat I
am getting. Mamma and I are so thankful for the Wine of Cardui, and I will do all I can to
let every suffering person know how much it has done for me." Cardul is a harmless vege-
table medicine for women and girls, with a specific strengthening curative effect upon the
female organs. For over half a century it has been in successful use and in that long trial
has proved Itself a safe, reliable remedy, for young and old. Try it.




HIS MIND ON SUBJECT—
ORDER RECINDED.
Evansville, Ind., Also Benefits by the
Decision, as Institution There
was Thought Doomed.
Washington, June 18.—The marine
hospital of .Louisville will not be
abolished. The treasury departinent
hiul planned to close it out on June
ao, but the order will be recincled.
This conclusion was reached by
Secretary Shaw late Saturday after-
noon Representative Sheriey had
been aggressively urging the contin-
uance of the hospital, and Secretary
Shaw at lam yielded to the entreaties
of Mr. Shireley and conteresemen
from other districts where marine
hospitals are located
Represeiatative Foster, of Indiana
also received the welcome news that
the marine hospital at Evansville will
not be abolished He was fearful
that its abobshment, as contemplated I
would work serions injury to his po-
litical prospects as the outlook ael
into effect. This apropriation, it is
true, is only half the amount per-
molted under the law, but it will las
sufficient for Judge Bullock to find
out during the first year just what
are the demands on such a depart-
men: of justice and what money
should be apropriated for its prope:
conduct.
NEW FAD AT NEWPORT.
Miss Mildred Sherman Inaugurates
New Fad. Which Bids Fair
to Become Popular.
Newport, June 18.—The first society
fad of the season was introducti.d
this morning by Miss Mildred Strms
man, daughter of Mr. and lairs. Wil-
liam Watts Sheman, while- driving
her father to the Wickford boat.
•Mise Sherman, who is a clever whip
and one of the lam winter's debut-
enter wit tier shot+, Miss Irene
Sherman, wore a heavy and double
veil of brown caught with jeweled
pins at each side of her hair, the veil
sparinimg the face and leaving an
opening for the eyes and forehead, a
fashion mouch in evidence with the
women of Arita and Turkey.
Miss Sherman's identity was only
made plain by the presence of her
father and sister, together with the
handeome and high-stepping teats of
horses which are so well 'known here.
The new fad attracted no little atten-
tion, arid bids fair to become popular
among the younger set of Newport.
PEELED THE PEARL.
SHOWN SLIGHT
MR. HENRY VOIGHT LIES
NOW PARALYZED FROM
SHOULDERS DOWN.
Dan Hogan Fell Down Stairs and
Broke a Rib—Lineman O'Bryan
Cut Gash in Leg.
Mr. Henry Voight continues con-
fined at their home on South Fifth
street, but shows a slight improve-
ment, although he remains paralyzed
from the shoulders down and cannot
move. He is the young steamboat-
man who fell from a mulbery tree
which he climbed above here.
Broken Arm.
Dan Hogan of the Ed Morgan
blacksmith shop of South Third
street is suffering from a broken
right arm, caused by falling down
stairs It was fractured below the
elbow and set by Dr. Jeff Robertson.
Cut Leg With Axe.
Lineman John O'Bryan of The
Postal telegraph office was trimming
some limbs from a tree yesterday
morning so the telegraph wires would
not be encircled by the limbs,
when he made a mis-strike with the
:ixe and struck his left leg, cutting a
deep gash several inches long.
Broke His Rib.
S. P. POOL. a trraPHamaolt,
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.,
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.




Moved to 315 Broadway
James, the son of Mx. George
I.angstaff, is suffering from a broken
rib, caused by falling in a "cattle- I
guard" while walking alongside the
street car tracks near the park.
Dislocated Shoulder.
Mr. John Steen dislocated his right
shoulder yesterday by throwing his
hand out _to catch himself when he
fell at the basket factory in Me-
chanicsburg where he is helping in-
stall the fire sprinkling system.
Boy's Knee Cut.
Thomas Porteous aged 12, iS laid
Lip with a badly cut knee calaccl by
falling co the sidewalk.
WORLD OF THE WISE.
Locretius: Continual :- dropping
wears away a stone.
A She naenas : Goodness does not
consists in greatness, but greatness
in goodoess.
George Elgiot: Sympathetic pct.
pie are often uncommunicative about
themselves; they give back reflected
images v.thich hide their own depth.
the best for Revublican success ini •
the first Indiana district this year is: tftt day 0 two a 
thee:ngie7rotmoicilnot to say rosy I the Btularr Ray ar°Vinc
- Judge Foster made a most energetic what is known as a big pearl, and
plea to the secretary of the treasury.' antd took the gem, thing it was worth
and the decieion to reeind the orckr hut little. to Louis Wilson. the pearl • • 
,
came to him as a wtekonie relief. 'buyer, who stated that in the present
---- shape it was worth but little, but
Surveyor of Customs Not Abolished. asked • bat he be allowed to peel it. I
Telegraphic dispatches from Wash- aayietir that he- would charge nothing
ington yesterday stated that John R. for tsr work.
'Puryear, clerk of the United States, The man gave the pearl to Wgoon i
court here. had been re-elected, fftlr-
Ye Tor of customs for the local federal
port. A strong effort was made to
abolish the local port office, but rhe
re-appointment of Mir. Piaryear shows




Mrs. Kate G. Hayman Sworn in by
County Judge Wilson.
In the city of Louisville the proba-
tion officers, who under the new law
will assist, in the administration of
•the juvenile court, were sworn in by
Judge Wilson of the county court on
Jtme 12, the day the law went into
effect, says the Lexington Herald.
'The chief probation officer is Mrs.
ayman, w o s ger • Or
a number of years as matron of the
Jail in Louisville and years ago was
matron of the House of Mercy in
Lexington, and who is well known
to charity workers both here and else-
where over the state. Mrs. Hayman
will receive a salary of $1.200, the
maximum allowed under hoe law. She
will have as her assistant James
'Ramsey, who will receive.a salary of
*goo. Some institution of the city
will terve as a detention home for
'juvenile offenders, the law prohibit-
ing their being kept in The county
jail with hardened criminals. Such
institutions as are selected for deten-
tion school purposes will be period
tinily inspected by a board of visita-
tion already appointed. This board
cdasists of the following persons:
Patty Semple, Mrs. Daisy F. Schimp-
4eles, Sister Mary Augustin, Mrs
John B. Castleman, Dr. Winifred
'Green, Blernard Flexner, Albert S.
Brandeis, Mapother, Enoz
Spencer, Ben F. VVasher.
The probation offiser or officers
for the -city of Lexington have not
yet been appointp.d,. but., the fiscal
-court has made an appropriation
which places it wittrfn the power of
the cc/unity judge to put the new law
Trading Your
Bicycle in on
•and he peeled it. and it is said thati
the gem On the inside was as round'
and smooth as any yet taken out of, •
the Wabash. When the owner nfl
the pearl came back for his property lAms BicycLuco
•Wileon offered him Stoo for the gem.
The owner refused to take it, and it
is said tha4 Wilson then wanted to
charge him $so for peeling it. The
man refused to pay, and finally
agreed to leave the matter to anoth-
er bars. as On what the work was
worth. The price was fixed at $ro,
and this was paid over to Wilson in
the bank.
Wilson on receiving the money
threw it bark to the clerks in the
bank, and told therni to "give it to
the poor." It is said that the second
buyer offered $2oo for the gem, but




Louisville, June !S.—There is a
rumor afloat to the effect that thc
Western Jockey club has secured, or
is about to secure, control of the his-
toric Churchill Downs, and will dis-
mantle the famous old racing plant,
and that hereafter races in Louisville
will be given at Castleton Pack, bet-
ter known a, Douglas park.
The Churchill Downs track, so the
story goes, will be cut up into build-
ing lots, as the property is becoming
too valuable to be used for racing
purposes.
WAS BURIED ALIVE.
Saved From Crucifixion, Algerian
Murderer Meets Terrible Pate.
Mangier, June -8.—The shoe maker
Mlesfiwi, who was convicted, of mur-
dering thirty women at Marrilegesh,
war flogged every day after hi, con-
viction. Finally he was placed in a
hole ih aawall, which wasathen built
rip in it4te pretence of a ( jeering
crowd.. His acreame could b' heard
for two days, after which he b arne
silent, death ennt his 
torture.M)eafiwi was or' 'wally mind d
to he erdoifiett. hid Owing. to prottit
his punishment was changed.
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N oath Fifth street they can s are you
money, and take your old wheel i n exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and e.xery-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expert









for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHOSIE 1599.
NEW PHONE 334. PANUCAH, KY.
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND F OR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT. 11111111EF %"41111 11111111111111111
Dicke & Black,
16 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
WI! APE T01.71 .SZIOWINCi TIIE TFiT VALUES IN WALLP/ta
PER THAT tiAS k.Vm.st kas;Iss, krhatkia)
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE Te
OFFER YOU.
=1111:21412:1321311========
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at ao cents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at Sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
ttittlantttnnanttinItt===tantlittatattet




Steam and Hot Water heating.




Office 306 Broadway Phones:Moe 365—Residence 1696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL Itrro-T t. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I, MA
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
EZNTUCKY RIM—ESTATE JO' IRMAL AND PRIM an  
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
r.D0 • ct w. walli iLauweh.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block.
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At Register Inunenzig, 323 Broadway.
Entered air the postofffee of Padu-
cah, Ky., u second-class mall matter.
One Year
BL e Months  
Three Months





Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 358.
Tuesday Morning, June
Corporations and the Press.
In this issue of The Register is
an article clipped from "Success," a
vu.nthly magazine, laying bare the
methods used by the flell Telephone
trust towards that portion of the
press °Late country that it can buy
tin or subsidize.
The East Tennessee Telephone
company of this city is a subsidiary
company to the trust, and the good
people of this city will doubtless re.
member how bitterly that company
faught the entry of the Independent
Telephone Company into Paducah.
The columns of the Paducah Sun
were filled each day with tirades
against the new company and down
to this good hour that sheet upholds
and defends the insolence of the old
company in i:s dealings with Padu-
cah. The Sun, only a few weeks ago
was advising the general council to
surrender to the East Tennessee
Telephone Company, andronot prose-
cute the suit to requine that com-
pany to purchase a franchise or get
out of the city. The Sun is support-
ed by the patronage of the people
ot this city, yet in every single in-
stance it has stood up and advocated
the interests of the corporations in
direct conflict with the interests of
the very people who so foolishly con-
tribute to its support, by their pat-
ronage, and thereby giving that
paper a club to hammer the peop!,
on the head. If a man or news-
paper opposes a corporation, that
ccmpany at once witioftaws its pat-
ronage, and if the people are smart
they will follow the same tactics, and
the result will be that newspapers
that oppose the people will either
cease their opposition oi cease busi-
ness.
The corporations of Paducah are
making al desperate' fight to keep
their heels on the necks. of the peo-
ple, and were it not for The Register
that is fighting for the people, they
would have the public tied hand and
foot. It costs The Registr a vast
slim of money to oppose the corpora-
tions, for if any one will take the
pains to ,investigate they will find
that its columns is not only boy.cott-
ed by those concerns but by a certain
class of merchants who are dominated
la) some of that gang as well.
The fight is on in Paducah and if
tae penple want to throw off the
yoke pf the corporations they must
see tri it that they do not help them
fasten he fetters on the city by con-
tributing to the corporation side of
the campaign.
 Illaseiminationein. WAWA by 
Public Utility Corporations.
The general council at Memphis is
after the Cumberland Telephone
Company with a sharp stick for an
alleged discrimination in rates. It is
reported that Memphissubscribersare
charged higher rates by that company
than it charges subscribers in other
cities of the same size. In our opin-
ion a public utility corporation with
a charter from a state must charge
very subscriber the same rate for
the same service; in other words in
al; cities with 0000 connections the
rate must be the same, or in cities
of 5,00o connections the rate should
be the same as in all cities of that
state having 5,000 connections. Any
otte citizen of _a __state_ is just as
much the state as any other one man
and a company holding a franchise
from the people has no right to
charge any one individual more than
it does another individual, nor to
make discriminafore in cities of the
'erne size, in the same state, where
the sane class of service is rendered.
In cities no public utility company
has right to discriminate. They hold
a franchise from the city and each
and every citizen is entitled to the
same rate for -thee -very
seme class of service. Although the
rates to be charged by a public
utilay company may not be named
iv its franchise, yet the very relation
that exists between tt and the public,
ni common law, demands that no dis-
crimination can he, made.
To illustrate ii. In Paducah if one
consumer uses moots° gallons of
water a month the company cannot
charge him one rate and another
too,00e gallon consumer another rate;
I; one consumer uses 40 electric
lights is hours a month, his rate
must be the same as that charged
all other consumers who use- to lights
too hours a month. Street car fares
must be the same, so with gas or
power, or steam heat. No general
council aseauld grant any company a
franchise to serve the public if it had
any idea that the company intended
to discriminate in its rates. There
can be a difference in the class of
service or in the class of consumers,
but there cannot be a difference be-
tween consemers of the same class
consuming the same amount. When
a public utility company discriminates
against a consumer, it discriminates
against one of those who granted it
a franchise, and the law will not per-
mit an injustice.
Wie take the liberty of urging ev-
ery good citizen ao attend the lec-
eure of Col. Ham tonight on "The
Snollygester in Politics.' We have
a number of snollygosters in Padu-
cah and also in Kentucky, and it
will do the hearts of all good to
laugh over the word pictures drawn
of that clasee by the distinguished
lecturer who enjoys a national repu-
tation.
Some parties raided the soap fac-
tory at Mianfie14 a few nights
since. 'They evidetitly believe "clean-
liness is next to, scojiiness," even if
they were forced to break th
eighth commandment to give it a
practical application.
A Morristown (N. J.) young man
went to see his girl and she "fell on
his neck," literally. She weighed
250 pounds, and the young man died
in the hospital a few days later.
The moat dis—cussed man in
those United States just now, at lest
by the railroads, Standard Oil men
and coal grafters, is President Theo-
dore Roosevelt.
Dowie has "gorre up," but not in
t he same manner not to the same
destination as the other Elisha.
Grafters Trapped.
(Nashville Banner.)
'Some grafties in New Rochelle
N. II., have been hauled before the
grand jury under circumstances un-
expeotedily embarrassing to them. A
telephone company had applied. for
a franchise. Five of thecity aldermen
put their heads together and decided
that the situation afforded an excel-
lent opportunity for graft, and laid
their plans accordingly. When they
thought that the favoring psycho-
logical/moment had arrived the leader
of the( gang went to the office of the
convpany and asked for a private in-
terview with the president. The re-
quest was granted, and the two mea
apparently were alone in a
secluded ream ready for such
business of imoprtance as the
hefty alderman had weighing
upon his nerrid. The alderman evi-
dently understood his' business and
was not modest or 'hesitating. lie
ckme al (mee pe the peirt- with A else,
cut anisinese proposition. He said
that the pending bill for a franchise
could be passol provided one essenti-
al condition was complied with, and
that condition was that he company
pay him $16,000 for himself and the
four other aldermen who were acting
with him. If the money was not paid
down in cool reek he and his associ-
ates would vote against the bill and
defesti it. The president of the coin-
Patty protested and argued, but the
alderman Was resolete and obdurate
as one wn is master of the situetion i
The interview was interesting and in-
tense and ended with the refusal of
the president to accede to tI)e terms
demanded, The alderman left bowing
politely and smiting suavely. The
bill came up for passage and was re- j
ject ed, the alderman
The Packers Had Best Beware.
(Louisville Herald.)
The effort of the packers and cf
their nepresenitatives in congress to
prevent the passage of a law which
will win and deserve the confidence
et--dee- people-of -America and of jor-
eign nations is suicidal. It is true
that those packers and their, repre-
sentatives have not realiaed' the wide-
spread and bitter condemnation their
methods have aroused. The public
feeaing is the result of an accumula-
tion of causes. The exposures of the
Spanish war, which were discredited
by the white-washing committee ap-
pointed under General Alger's influ-
ence; the combination of the packers
ir. violation of the law, which they
confessed in their plea for immunity
before Judge Humphrey, through
which. _they . titoteased oder- price of-
live stock and raised the price of
meat; the revelation in the suits at
Kansas City of the rebates received
by the packers; the exposure of their
methods in relation to the private car
lines, have together created a con-
dition.ef the public mind which make
1
 
it ready to accept the statements of
Neill and Reynolds and give full cre-
dence to the probably exaggerated re-
ports of Sinclair. The packers have
violated every law of state and .na-
tien, every law of sanitary science,
every law of morality, and the popu-
lar sentiment today demands the en-
actment and enforcement of a law
which will result in the destruction of
their power to foist poisoned meats
upon 'the pnlal.c. If such a law is
not passed the use of Chicago meats
will grow steadily less at home and
abroad. As well expect mercy from
a hungry tiger, gratitude from a rat-
tlesnake; or virtue in a cat as hon-
esty or fair dealings from the pack-
ers of Chicago except that which is
forced. The lust for gold has made
them oblivious to every human in-
stinct in the conduct of their packing
houses. Let thase who think we
write too strongly read the repores
of the maet they sold the soldiers
during the Spanish war; read the re-
ports of the officoials of the agri-
culture department; re-read the re-
port of Neill and Reynolds; read the
report of Miss Mary McDowell; read
the stories of their use of their pri-
vate cars; recall their pk-a of guilty
before Judge Humphrey and his grant
cif immunity; read the testimony in
the federal court; recall that they
have been indicted by a Fayette coun-
ty grand jury and confessed their
guilt. They ought to be in the pcni-
tentiary--men have been hanged for
less serious crimes than they have
committed—instead of having their
representatives in congress block the
passage of legislation. They have
violated very law and have robbed
the ca 'tie men and the consumers.
Unless their poiver is weakened they
will make the cattle men and the con-
spirers and the poor slaves who work
in their packing houses bear all the
less occeejsned by the exposure of
their methods. Fines imposed upon
them will be charged to the consum-
ers of their products in higher prices
or taken out of the wages of their
employes. But a little more and the
public will demand not only the pun.
i, ament of the packers but the con-






bed taken Me precaution to secrete
stenographer behind a curtain' in
the eonm. and the stenographer had
taken a full verbatim report of the in-
terview. This F.teningraphic report
with proper affidavits has been turned
over to the grand' jury, arid the ;Mee-
manic grafters are seeing much
trouble ahead.
'Pet the president of
Taught Them a Lesson.
(Owensboro Inqui.ere
Owensboro has ranstn: tne public
utility corporations a valuable lesson.
It has given them to understand that
when the people get enough of cor-
porate oppress on they are goine to
have relief, :led if that relief mitst
bs had by voting upon themselves a
h avy bonded debt •hey will vote for
the bonds. Bond issues have become
so unpopular that cos ioeiti 'i's fre-
evenly believe that' th- people will
submit to extortion upon the part of
private corporations rather than to
submit to an increase in. the tax rete
in order to release them from the
ex-ere-rue [roes, but the pcople of
Owensboro have demenstrated to the
eerynations that while they are long
seffering they will not subme to im-
position always.
Other cities of the country point
to Owensboro as a city which has
become a model by which other cities
I say Fattier pattern. The newspapers
of Pine Bluff, Ark., refer to Owens-
boro as having proved the fact that
municipal ownership is not merely an
experiment, but has been demon•
strated as thoroughly practical.
Paducah, Ky., one of the prosper-
ous cities of the second c'esse is is
the grasp of the public utility corpor-
ations as tightly as Owensboro once
was, and Owensboro, a less presen-
t ous city, because of the third class,
is pointed to by the Paducahans as
a city which has thrown off the yoke
e: corporate oppression.
rim
How the Telephone Company
Subsidizes the Press
ARTICLE IN "SUCCESS" MAGAZINE EXPOSES TILE- virtu-
ODS OF THE TELEPHONE TRUST AND MAKES CLEAR
SOME OF THE METHODS USED IN PADUCAH IN TRYING
TO KEEP OUT THE INDEPENDENT COMPANY SEVERAL
YEARS AGO.
Only the inner circle at Bell tele-
phone headquarters in Boston knows
what their press campaign has cost.
It must show a fabulous total. A sin-
gle moa.th's work in such a .small
place as Evansville, Ind., cost the
Cumberland Telephone Company, one
of the Bell subsidiaries, over Vasco
divided between the two local dailies.
One of these, the Journal News, fin-
ally revolted, under pressure of local
merchants, who threatened to with-
draw their patronage. In an editorial
published March 9, mot, it announc-
ed its reformation and told all the
facts connected with the sale of its
columns and the columns of its con-
temporary. But such incidents as
these have no effect on the activities
of the Bell press bureau and the dis-
bursment of its great corruption fund.
For more than twelve years it has
been in active operation, and there is
hardly a city, town or hamlet tha'
has not been worked.
In New England hundreds of news-
papers of the second class have tied
themselves to the Bell, hand and
foot, under regular contracts which
contain, among others, these two
clauses:
"1. The party of the first part
(the newspaper) • • • hereby agrees
• • • to furnish, whenever called 111).1
en to do so by the second party,
(the New England Bell Company) a,
three inch space, single column • 11.
for such advertising or other matter'
as second party may desire.
"3. It is further understood that
said first party (the newspaper) will
at all times exercise its good will in
said second party's interest and co-
operate with said second party."
What becomes of the chief safe-
guard or our liberties, a free press,
-newspaper owners are TO-inid
eagerly willing to sign away their
consciences like this?
' In Omaha a strong independent
company, backed with plenty of local
capital, applied for a franchise. The
company guaranteed valuable returns
to the city, low rates to the subscrib-
ers and high grade service. It prom-
ised to free the people from the take
t- or-leave-it policy prevailing here as
elsewhere. Immediately the local pa-
pers began to publish "letters from
our special correspondent," dated, ap-
pwently, at St. Joseph, Kanser
C.ty, Louisville, St. Louis and other
cities where independent plants were
eaerating in opposition to the Bell.
These letters told with harrowing de-
tails the loss and annoyance the peo-
ple of these places were suffering.
and how anxious they were to be rid
cf the independent plants.
The good people of Omaha who
read these "letters" in the Bee did
not, of course, dream that they were
simply the paid advertisements of the
Bell company, though their suspie
lens should have been aroused when
the World-Herald printed a lot of
similar "letters." Any novioe might
have seen the same gifted hand.—Suc •
CeFS Magazine.
Cumberland Telephone Company
!Arraigned By Memphis Council
IT IS ALLEGED THAT THE COMPANY'S RATES IN MEM-
PHIS ARE HIGHER THAN IN OTHER CITIES OF SAME
SIZE—COUNCIL DEMANDS CONTRACT TO SUPPORT DIS-
CRIMINATION.
Memphis, Tenn., June t8.—The
special committee of the legislative
council named to take up the matter
of the alleged discrimination in rates
in the matter of the charges of th•
Cumberland Telephone and Tele-
graph Company will hold a meeting
Monday night. At that time, accord-
ing so rumors in circulation, the com-
pany will be called upon to produce a
conttact giving it the right to make
the charges now in operation or give
an explanation as to why higher rates
are being charged In Memphis than
in other cities of approximately equal
sizes.
At the last meeting of the legisla-
tive council Vice-Mayor Walsh jump-
ed into the clear with a resolution
and some side remarks as to the
charges now being made by the Cum-
berland Telephone and Telegraph
Company. He stated that the Cum-
berland company was charging Mem
phians a rate in excess of that charg-
ed in Nashville and other cities
Continuing, he said he would (woe*:
every concession asked by that com-
pany until it brought its rates at
least to the level of the raes charg-
ed in other cities.
Following the remarks of Vice-
Mayor Walsh a committee wa
named to take the matter up and
this committee will meet Monday
night at the city hall, as sta ed above.
The Bulldozing Tactics of the
East Tennessee Telephone Co.
Paducah, Ky.. June isth 1906,
Rogister Newspaper Company. City.
Gentlemen—If the arecle in your paper this morning in regard to
Cumberland Telephone C.: Telegraph Company was not a paid advertise-





Paducah, Ky., June 16, 1906.
Mr. A. L. Joynes, Manager,
East Tennessee Telephone Co., Lizy.
Dear Sir—We have your letter of June is, which makes it plain that
your company expects its patronage to influence the news and editorial
eniumna_saf_The _Regiater.;_ Therefore,. we _take. _pleasure_ifl
that your advertisement has been discontinued.
The service your company gives for the money we pay for our
phone is all we expect; and the service our advertising .columns
render an advertiser is all that he will get in return for his money.
The policy of The Register has always been determined by its own-
ers without consulting any of its patrons, and that course will always
be pursued under its present ownership; a fact which you and others have
been given to understand on more than one occasion in the past.
Yours very truly, REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
By Jas. E. Wilhelm,
President..
his Skull, and apparently dead. Phy-
William Chesterfield, formerly of 
sicians were summoned, and the man
was soon revivedl so a, to be able tothe Chesterfield lumber company II talk, and was removed to a hotel. Itwill go back to Indiana Thursday to
take charge of a canning factory. 
developed that his name is A. R.
Miss Vira S Hamlin, fr., of the firm of Morton
Famidals• The hall entered the head over the
• WITH BULLEis IN SKULL. 
right ear and wise eviclentdy fired with
suicidal intent. The bullet is still in
his head, and surgeons deem it bestAugusta (Ga.) Man Found Badly
Wounded in Reservoir Park
S visiting 
& Hamlin of Atsgueta, Ga.
howling Green.
Bowling Green, Ky., Jona all.—At
an early hotsr this monolog, the
body of a man was found lying in --Mr. and Mrs. Streit of Trier have
Reservoir park, with a bullst-hOla -inea new boy baby.
not to.attemot to remove it. Hamlin
is a yottiv esais and came here two
OT three days ago to perches:le horses.




Plyny the Oder: Always act in
ouch a way as to secure the love
your neighbor.
A man never realizes 11
iarmeh.
An evil doer is one who believe'
e is until he begins -to acquiref
in doing others before they attempt
....isw unpopu-
to dot hi.
Of course, the man whgethigks as
highly of himself as r oti fkoryour-
self is 'conceited. •
'Between some men and sponges
the only aparent difference is thy
sponges will take' water.
of
DU LIMED 
















for the sweet girl graduate and ie
all occamona watches, rings. lockets,
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
set collar pins, also silver novelties
of all description*.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,








Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage 400;





or over $1.3o each, without
$2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
8. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pars. Agent,




















PADUCAH LOSES TO CAIRO
BOTH YESTERDAY AND
SUNDAY.
The Locals Are Digging Hard For




Cairo  28 17 .622
Vincennes  23 20 .533
Jacksonville-- 22
Danville  23 22 .511
Paducah  19 a6 .422
Mat elan  17 26 .395
WED 1LT SAVANNAH
and night to prevent the threatened: THE CASE OF FLORA•change. But ttse. current changes
-ilk I id and 'stillmore toward t e owa s e,
in an hour a portion of the dyke, scio
feet long, was washed away.
MISS GERTRUE •HINELY AND The railroad has placed e000 men 1
ilAUNDEAS 13.--COLE MAR- 
1
2nd teams at work-to protect its
RIED LAST WEEK.
bridge and tracks, and all day Fri-
day, last night and 'today the ',or*
has continued at top speed. Rut
dreds of yards of rip-rap and dozerMiss Phil Pointer, Formerly of of carloads of stone have been pet'
Owensboro, To Marry Attorney in place to prevent the destruction of
Joseph Lippman. the property and to keep the river in
is present channel.
HOW MARRY BECAMA ITE-
ESTED IN lira
Willibert Frarey was already spokee
of as "an old bachelor" when he first
went to board with Mrs. Albrecht He
was 28 then, a man of somewhat par
limiter habits, none of them very sa-
eiable. What he wanted was a quiet,
eomfottahle place to bcard, as home-
like as possible, and free from any
annoyance from other boarders. He
°fretted Mrs. Albrecht unimpeachable
references, and demanded the like of
.4÷1.++4_,e+++4.:. her, caution being his strong point.
News receiveeb in the city an- 4. Even then he would only take the
flounces that one week from yester-
diay Miss Gertrude Hindley and Mr. KENTUCKY
Saunders G. Cdie of Sava.nriah, Ga. •
were united in inaperiage in that city + Written before the Civil War •:*
-are now- ion their brit.tai---tentr;-± -hY  -441-3-74-11- •--
returning from, which they take up +
their borne on Montgomery street in +++4 Iff "-- 0':-.0++++++4.04-:•++++
that city.
1The bride Vs a most beautiful and Ye maidens who awrii ca Pernasus,accomplished young lady, coming of I Where musical waters do spring,a prominein fpancily of Savannah,' Assist me with your charming voices,while the groom, is a well known,
former Paducahan who to
Whilst I make an effort to sing,moved 
s Savannah about ten years since and 
The praises of a mighty people
is in business there with his 
brothers.1 Who excel in every degree,
He is the ungest son of Col. J. And dwell in a delightful region,yo 
W. Cole % for years one of Paduach's1 The favored land of Kentucky.
o leadng residents, being elle well ,
ke Bards of past ages exhaustedknown paint contractor and artiet. I 
The praises of their mighty minds
Miss Pointer to Wed. In praises of their different nations
And products of their happy climes;Information reaches this city that
the last ci this month Num, Imo The fame of their sons and fair
Pointer of Oweasiboro and Mr. daughters
Cairo, Ill., June J .-Sii klagies, Joseph Lipprrian of Salt Lake City, They chanted in sweet melody,f.
five doubles and a 
.tiV) 
'Winger tells Utah, will be united in marriage at I ask now what they had worth prais-
the story how the afi beat the the home of the bride's sister, Mrs ing
Clint B. Leigh of Salt Lake City. Compared to you, sweet Kentucky.
RHE The. news is received here with
4 5 3 much pkasure, the bride being iwell.l have traversed the green fields of
g i3 I known in Paducah where she often, Erin.
visited Mftsseso Ora V. Leigh and I have roved
EArabetlhISonnett. She foirrnerly lived l Nile;
in Oweneboro, but has been resid;ng I've enjoyed pure Italian breezes,
Results Sunday.
Cairo, 4; Paducah, 3.
Denville, 3; Mattoon, 4.
Jacksonville, 4; Vincetwics,5.
Results Yesterday.
'Cairo, 8; Padurah„ 4.










and Downing: Way and Searles.
Umpire--()1daker.
-
Jacksonville, a; Vincennes, 0.
Vinceanee, Ind., Jane 18.-Today's
game resulted as follows:
RH E
Vine engin%  0 2 4
Jacksonville  s 6 o
Mattoon. p: DanviUe. o.
Danville, Ill., June 1/L-The Vets
were outplayed in every department
of the game, the Hyphens winning
easily -by a score of i) to o. Jokerst
allowed but one scratch hit:
RITE
Mattoon   Q!43
Danville  5.
Ratterie..-Jokerst and Langdon;
Selby. Fleming and Shaw.
ELECTS OFFICERS
THE NEW OFFICIALS WILL
BE INSTALLED NEXT
MEETING.
Large Crowd Attend the Odd Fel-
lows Memorial Services Sunday
Go To Metropolis
.••••.•••••
witth her sister, Mrs. Leigh for sever-
al years. Mr. Lippman is the retir-
ing, United States district attorney
of Salt Lake City and a permanent
man.
FOOTBALL MUST GO.
I Where nature still wears a bright
smile;
I have traveled, this wide world over
In search of a land to suit me,
But never realized all my wishes
Till I came to sweet Kentucky.
on the banks of the
It Will Not Be Permitted at Colom-
bia Univers:ty Next Yale.
New Yore:, June IS-President
Nicholas Mawray Butler, of Columbia
university, settled, in a Ptatemeet ;s-
sued yersterilay, all doubts aa 116-410e.
stiatun of football in the institution.
He male
"As the members of the university
have already separated for the susn-
trier recess, it is not possible to take
any further action in regard to atb-
, room for a week, having had doubts
of Flora Albrecht, a miss of 14. He
• feared she might be noisy, and he
wanted to try the place before he den-
itttety settler-film:-
At the end of the week, however,
he sent for his trunks, congratulat-
ing himself upon the circumstance of
)112,1/hag at last found something that
suited him. Mrs. Albrecht was a
quiet, neat, self-contained little wom-
an who did not bother him with at-
tempts at eonversation, kept his room
in perfect order, and gave him a good
breakfast and dinner. What more
oould be want? As for Flora, the
lanky daughter with the usually
tousled mane of light hair, Frarey
saw scarcely anything of her, and
heard less.
On hi. part, Frarey was a model
boardei, quiet, regular and prompt in
his settlements. He paid monthly
sow. The experimental stage had
passed, and as far as he knew, he
was willing to spend the rest of his
days with the Albrechts. He went
down to the wholesale grocery house,
where he had an excellent position.
every morning at eight o'clock, and
returned at 0:30-in time for dinner.
Sometimes he spent the evening in his
room, reading an improving book,
sometimes he went out to hear an im-
proving lecture.
Frarey was totally indifferent to
the budding charms of Flora, who was
really as hearty and wholesome a girl
as need be. It was a year or tw0
before she began to bud at all-two
years at least before Frarey took any
notice of the fact. She wore het
first pompadour for three eventngtThere are many bright spots in crea- before he observed oven that. A year
tion, I later or thereabouL Frarey, meeting
There's many green isles in the sea, her In the hall, saw that she was
There's many fine States in the wearing an unoommonly attractive
Union, white dress, and meatally remarked
Where people live happy and free; that she had beautiful whita tech that
Each having its different attractions showed to advantage when she
And claims of the highest degree
But no spot on earth ever can equal,
My chosen State, sweet Kentucky.
Her hills and hr valleys are teeming
With the richest products of the
letic matters before the autism, and 
soil,
Bestowed in profusion by naturethe whole matter remains exactle as
it has been for six months; natively On man as reward for his toil;
With rivers and harbors unequalled,hicelhatt is 2bolighed, and no action
of any kind will be taken in regard Connecting her trade with the sea;
to any other phase of athletic With railroads in every direction11 , 
the final repones of the three Are running through sweet Ken-
teminvittees are reported and fully tuck)'.
considered."
The committee refereed to see
those of the faculty, alumni and
modems. which heve been an work;
on the athletic policy of the univers-
ity -for some months
LID FOR CINCINNATI.
Last evening ,uhe Union Encamp-,Mayormem No. yo, Independent Order ufl
Odd Fellows, held its election of of-
liecers, at which time the following
were chosen to 'serve for the ensuen
terns: Jiihn W. Wilkins, chief patri-
arch; Frank S. INgel, high priest:
A. R. Davis, senior warden; James
Dempsey to Suppress All
Gambline in Town.
Cincinnati. 0., June Ifl.-Determin-
td to put an end to all forms of
gambling and games of chance in the
city, Mayor Dempsey has taken e:cps
Householder, junior warden; Charles tersuppress wheels of fortune and
G. Kelky, seethe,I and James C. similar gaming devices at church fairs
Martin, treasurer. The new authori- p:cnics, club outings and benefit en
ties will be installed the first ineet:tertainments of various kinds. In
ing night in next month. the past they have been used quite
freely to increase the receipts of such
Memorial Services. affairs. Today the mayor issued or-
MelliV hioldreds of People were ders to the police department to have
present at (kik (in ,ve cemetery Sun- his wishes in this respec: carriedday afternoon, witnessing and partici- out. Some of the churches that hadpaving in the annual memorial set- countenanced such games recentlyvices of the Odd Fellows lodges of took action to discourage them.this city. A large delegation came
up from Metropolis to attend, while
eirveral hundred of the local hethren
turned out in a body and rendered
the outline program that was very
impressive and interesting.
ng.
Next Suniley the Odd Fellows at
Metropolis will hold 'their annual
tivereorka ceremonies, anfl for the oc-
casion the Paducah brethren have
chartered the steamer Dick Fowler
whiter will leave at t o5cIck that
i The troubleafternoon to carry the local miem-•
week, and 
200
hers down to that neighboring city,
so ('hey can partincipate in Abe'
gathering, like the Metropolis lodges
came here last Sunday to
the Paducah .affair. The Forst 'beetle.
Ten will get bark shout (reek twee
Sunday and will take down to that
place all (Tient, desiring to pay the
twentrOfival cents IT-owed beip pas-
Sage.
MIST:AM RIVER FREAK
The Missouri river is threatening
tr take a new course and to lerisO
Blair, Neb.. five miles westward, in-'
Her chearacteristics are noble,
The bravest amongst all the brave;
Her sons would divide the last shill-
ing
Or die an acquaintance to save;
You hear of her generous daughters
• No matter what part yon may
roam„
Ilospitaliv and her attendants
Have chosen Kentucky for the;-
home.
The south may well boast of lee-
maidens.
Whose beauty I own's rich an.!
rare;
And the North of her Angelic Vir-
gins,
I set them down divinely fair;
But all the choice colors in nature.
Combined in the choicest degree,
Are blended in every feature
Of your daughters, sweet Kentucky.
Kentucky, thou mother of heroes.
Whose sons crowd the temples of
fame;
Whose daughters are courted and
worshiped
For bearing thy immortal name;
The star in our bright constellation,
Whose brilliancy lights tip the way,
The bulwark and soul of our nation,
And home of real
Then Flora went away somewhere
to take a course of the higher educa-
tion. Perhaps Frarey missed her, but
he hardly knew. It is certain that
in a general way, and without any
reference to anybody in particular, he
had occasional thoughts of settling
down in a home of his own. It
would be nice to have some one to
read the improving books to and to
take to the improving lectures. That
was all it amounted to-just hazy
general thoughts.
But when Flora returned a year
tater with charms that now begin to
blossom from the bud his reflections
became more definite.
"I'd test go slow about this," he
said to himself. "A man needs some-
thing more than pearly teeth and
a rosy complexion to make him com-
fortable."
So be did not encourage her, though,
when she went away the following
June for her second year, he bought
her "The Stones of Venice" and the
North American Review to read on
the train, for which she was very
grateful.
Time passed, and Flora came back.
On the evening of her arrival what
he called her improvement almost
took Frarey's breath away . Her for-
mer prettiness had become actual
beauty. and her conversation. which
Mrs. Albrecht no longer attempted to
restrain, was bright.
The next morning Frarey met Flora
on the stairs, and as he stood aside
let her pass she, too. stepped.
Frarey.' she said, with a
charming air of embarrassment.
"mother tells me that some of your
things need mending. There are-er
—some socks that need darning, and
other things. You know, mother ne-er
bad much time for such Mtgs. t•et
have, and-I wonder if you "woiad let
me try my hand at them."
What would you have tI:onzht In
such a case?
At first the r..iendIng and dentin!:
were done rathe- roughly and nn
skillfully, but Fra4y didn't care fi
that-not a cent. He would nave had
to throw the socks away in Eny eveat.
But the improvement was rapid. au.t
In a short time an Incredible neitness
was shown in the darning With
a week Frarey, commentirg' onThey'll find she has men to protect !excellence of the bread at tireher informed that Flora had made it.In valiant, Ons evening he was Indulging hi
fancy In this way when he thought
he heard voices below his window
Ws room was on the second floor
Yes. one of the volees wao flora'.'.
:t was her laugh. The other Voice
was
chill of A apprehension came ore'
Freres,. He approached the window
and stealthily, noiselessly raised it
and listened. He was just in time.
"No, dear." Flora was saying; "I
won't consider anything but house-
seeping. and, Dick, you have Lo idea
hew domestic I am getting. can
do lots of things-cook, make bread,
aura darn socks-Vve been practic
Ing on Mr. Prarey's, poor man.- But
he was very sweet over my early nat-
ural'. I used ts think him such an
awful crank, but lately he's got to be
!wet the dearest old thing--"
to
Wedding Announcement.
Announcement is made that July
,trd Miss Dollie May ROS,S of St.I
Louis andi Mr. Albebt F. lRalen of this WITH CRUSHED - STRAW-
city will be united in ma'rriaCe at BERRY. PEACH. PINEAPPLE orthe tiwArle of the bride. who is of a CHERRY., IS BETTER.promireere family of St. Dottie, where
they newer! firom Louptresee.
says the Cairo Argus. Ttc, North-
Should Southernwestern railroad bridge, the only one
nessthat road owns across the Misslitiri
Our Union attempt to dissolve,river, may be left spanning dry land
Or cold-hearted Northern bigotsins'ead of the muddy cm-rent of the
The hopes of the world involve;river.
Should fanatics from all directions
On litserty's ruin agree,
has been on for a





Mr. Rehm iR th eesive and
Ice Cream
pleasing mg:winger% R. G. nunn's
Agifkicy tier.. and very popular HAYE8young manwilro makes frierwls of all
we has been teeming In pathitaei soy SEVIIINTH AND BROADV7.4
• Me. Admiriug you, sweet -Kenteelty. -te -Prime! taro. deem the window Int*
• ais.—ClUcage Deaf News.
AN EPITAPH.




Asked to be forgiven, sir,
Minute he was born;
'Pologized fee livIn' sir,
libeig'lar, night and morn.
'Pologized fer eatin',
An' when he went to meetin'
Prayed the Lord, "Excuse me, please,
fer askin' so an' sob"
When he courted Susan
He went right on excusin'-
'Pologized fer asken' her as soon's
She'd answered, "No!"
Everyone picked on 'im,




B. V W11 e tnok 1WrfTil'i5iiii
pious, humble pride; -
Fin'lly, jest to spite us,
He got 'pendic'tus,
'Pologized fer troublin' us, then went
away and died.
Here lies Brown, an:l let us speak
With due respect for such;
to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap
40d iiiut economicalT —




Heaven loves the mild and meek, - -
But we don't need 'em much. s Bowling Green, Ky.-Kentucky
-Success. Educational Association. Dates of
sale June 18th and 19th, 1906, limited
to June 23rd, 1906. Round trip rateAny man possesses the ability to
be as big a fool as he pleases.
John Burroughs: Love he the
measure of life; only so far as we
love do we really live.
Marcus Aurelius: Blot out vans
pomp; check impulse; quench appe-
fte; keep reason under its own ante
trot.
DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a commencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few new things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of -
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver peices--our prices special for May-Silver
plated work at % price in knives f orks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selectime.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optieal Co. Jeweler and Optic's.
3t5 Broadway. Guthries Old Stand.
• FOR SUMMER READING SEE THE DESIRABLE LINE OF
50c cornifini BOOKS
Harbour's Book Department.
These books formerly sold at Sep.
editions are limited.
Call of the Wild,
Alice of 011d Vincennes,
The Pit,
Thrall of Leif the Lucky,
Janice Meredith,
And a hundred others just as good at
Better purchase now, as the,
The Leopard's Spots,
Helm t of Navarre,
Man on the Box,
Graustark,
Vergillius.
the so cent price.
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J. ii Bleich,
224 Broadway PADUCAH, KY.
t4:7artfutzattint==========i1111
AU Kir.ds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored
LELL.ME,  TELL YOU MORE. ABOUT IT • -4.-
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
brave old Kentucky.
They talk about Rome in her splen-
dor,
And Greece in her palmieet days.
Whose orators. staeesmen and poets
Received from the world greatest
praise;
But all the great men of both nations,
Renowned for worth and bravery,
Are eclipsed by the Toys of glory
Shed around your sons of brave
Kentucky.
If I had any choice of creation,
And raised to the highest degree.
That men ever held in this nation
With eyes froth all prejudice free ,
After roaming earth's surface all over,
To pay my respects a* a lover,
Returning I'd gladly agree,
sun-stricken m.ad-
SOLE AGENT, i6osy TRIMBLE ST, PADUCAH, KY
Min
.044111.
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
t 5 Horse Power Motor.
x 5% Horse Power Motor.
x 8 Horse Power Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street.
dining




tun FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE
fax-Mlle Walk Every Day Will
Serv• as an Antidote for
the Game.
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farm.
ar. tote miles south of tbis city, be-
IIlevee he has solved the football craze
with his sou. Mr. Peck, reports the
Inetioearelis boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
In this city, and ha..s for two years.
When the football mania first in-
vaded this section he was much sought
after to join the Alexandria team, as
be was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic courage. The boy confided
his ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired to join an or-
ganization that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent distigurement.
"I need the exercise," was the re.
)(Andel "I don't get enough exercise
" en-rdi my mearsT"--
Peck pere, was equal to the emer-
gency "Hereafter, my son," said he.
"Instead of riding to school in the
morning on the traction lice, and home
In the evening, you can walk. If that
does not fnrnish you suffieient exercise,
I can find something else for you to
do in the oioreiugs and evenings."
For almost two years, winter as welt
as summer, except on Wily days, the
boy has trudged uncc.npialningly tes
Alexandria, three miles away, and
borne In the same way. The exercise
has been beneficial, but financially it
ta3hcca a lusIng i,tuae for his fethee
for the boy's appetite has grown to
be something phenomenal, as has his
growth in weight and strength, of itself
of far more value than money. Noce
tag is ever said by the son of "lack of
exercise," and if he continues to hankl
-er after membership in the football
IssaM, he is wise enough to keep it tr
himself, fearing a nightly introduction
'to a good-sized woodpile at horns.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
-
"Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surpass
Any Others in the
World.
- --
"Canada will yet furnish to the world
Its iron suppaf. It lk ill be jest the same
with iron as with wheat. A decade from
now Canada will outtitrip ell other coup-
-tries in wheat griming. The producticn
of iron at a chereer rate than it can be
,made elsee here will cause Canada
take a similar position as far as iron is
concerifed. In ten years Canada will
I Itave become a eat metallurgical coue-
\ r YOU W.1 6ef. an iron industry in
dominion larger than in any other
country in the world." Thus saith Dr.
\ P. L. T. Hernelt, the French metallurg-
' teal expert, inventor of the electric
,amelting process named In his honor.
Pig Iron, be says. is the basis for struc-
tural and other steel. "At present Can-
oda seertellitbe oon.r.,m to $60.000.000 Is
'buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
be to make that steel in this country out
.of Canadian material by the aid of
Canadian water power and Canadian la-
bor. Think c f what it means! The re-
tention in Canada of $60,000,000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
the new demand for steel rails, struc-
tural steel, a.n.l other classes of the prod-
uct which beve arisen in consequence
of the country's development, the profit-
-able sale of your F 11 rphis products in for-
eign markets. and the creation in this
country of numerous other industries
more or less dependent on iron and steel.
In Sweden the quantity of ore is Burn-
-dent to supply the markets of the world
Tor 100 years. I should say Canada has
three times as rouch."
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
'Colorado Ranchers Come Upon •
Find That Is Rare and
Valuable
The epectaele of 30 elk ine.de an It -
'closure is something rarely seen to
this country, but nevertheless such a
sight has been witnete.ed by several of
-our ranchers recently, and within a
few miles of Pinedale, says the Denier
litepublican.
Mrs. M. J. Westfall has a school sec
ition near the head of Willow creek
wheui is entirely fenced, making an
tneloseire a mile square. This is well
em in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, which is near the
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Uncle" George Smith and
party of riders, who were out rounding
sip their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
right into the herd, which immediately
fled and followed the line of the fence
making no attempt to go through.
---The riders were witneut weapons
and contented themselves with watch.
4ng the bunch for some time, and then
proceedcd on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed wire fence
and scatter It for great distances, but
this bunch (lid not. Great damage is
often dor.e to the fences of ranchers
by these animals.
A CURIOUS PROFESSION.
Nody of Idea Under Direction at
Chief Who Applaud Actors
ea the Stage.
Johannesburg Court Finding,
Dismissed because he had married, a
Johannesburg bank clerk obtained
-three mouths' salary and $166 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree-
ment in restraint of marriage was
void, immoral and contrary to public
His Happiest Hour.
He—Do you remember the night I
%asked you to marry me?
She--Tae, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat there, and
Mot a word did you speak. Ah! that
was the happiest hour of my life!"—
froi'M di Paris.
charge. ai ds Point of View.
it does ancPh, Charlie, the stork has
make diserin a nice little brother!
1, that's the way! Just
fame size, in " ea In the world eons.
Fliagende Matter
The questioo of employing "cia-
quers" in New York theaters has beers
agitated, but it is safe to say that the
American sense of humor will never
permit this. he claque In Eusopes.n
cities consists f a small body of men,
under the ordtrs of a chief, who 1111.
dertake to app.aud actors and actress-.
es at certain t. nes. The only one of
the band who is remunerated is the
chief. The melt under him get the
privilege of set ng the play without
paying for tie r seats. The "chefs
de claque" of he great subsidized
theater of Paris are officials paid by
the management to do certain work.
Their salaries vary from 300 to 500
francs a month. and for that sum they
are ex;ected to taka with them_  intn 
the theater at en ti performance a cer-
tain number of men with big, strong
hands and intelligent enough to clap
when they are yen the signal by
their leader.
The claquer's • does not demand
Intellect of a —der. The chief is
supposed to have taken notes at the
rehearsals, to have consulted with the
manager, to have talked with the au-
thor, and to have a very accurate idea
of :he good points or the play. The
men under him are scattered all about
the house ready to give a quick re-
sponse to the signal of their leader.
Most of these men are eminently re-
spectable. They are small shopkeep-
ers, students of the drama and pupils
of the Conservatoire. with insufficient
money to spend upon theater going.
At the opera they number 30. They
assemble every evening at half-past
seven in a cafe at the corner of the
Boulevard Haussmann and the Rue
Lafayette, where they crowd around
their leader and answer to their names
like small schoolboys. As each an-
swers 'present" to Vis name he re-
ceives • metal ticket upon which is the
number of his seat.
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS.
Erie Is the Water Most Dreaded of
the Whole Great Chain
of Lakes.
The lake sailors think tey have
nearly all the dangers and hardships
of the Atlantic seamen (except theit
poor pay) and other perils of their own
besides, says Outing. They have no
tidos—except every seven years, some
say—but they have currents to consid-
er, currents that run in all sorts ot
different directions at unscheduled
Intervals. They have no banks of
Newfoundland, but they have fogs; fop
Instance in the Straits of Mackinac—
full of reefs, islands and other vessels.
Worse than that, they have forest fires
which send thick clouds of smoke tot
many miles across the water, stilldind
the eyes and blinding them.
Lake Erie, the smallest but one of
the group, is considered the worst of
all. Lake Sueprior is deep, over 1,000
feet in some places, reaching 600 feet
above the sea level and 400 f3et below,
but Lake Erie in its deepest spots is
only about 200 and in most parts much
shallower. Accordingly one of those
sudden and furious storms kicks up •
tremendous row, so that between the
very choppy sea and the constant dan-
ger of running aground the lake cap-
tains dislike Lake Erie in a blow more
than any other, for, as with sailors
the world over, it is not the water
(which Is their element), but land
which they fear.
WHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH
Diffarentt Stories That Were Told by
the Dry Goods Merchant and
His Clerk.
An old woman once asked in a dry
goods store to be shown some silk. A
young clerk showed her some, saying.
"We can do this for you at $1.60 a
yard." The woman asked for some
thing better, but the clerk replied that
they had nothing better. Whereupon
the proprietor came forward and said:
"You must excuse my assistant, me
dem; he is new to the business. Here,
madam, Is a superior article, $2.60 •
yard. If It were not for the fact that
bought it some time ago we should
have to charge you $2.75 for, as you
are doubtless aware, owing to the re
cent epidemic among the silkworms,
the price of silk has increased enrol'
mously of late" The customer took
the silk. A few days later the same
old woman came in and asked  tot
some tape. The clerk said, glibily:
"Here are corn: that we can let you
have at 16 cents the dozen yards. If it
wasn't for the fact that we have had
It in stock some time we should have
to charge 25 cents, for, as you are
doubtless aware, owing to the recent
epidemic among the tapeworms, the
price of tape has gone up enormously."
It was then she hit him with her urn
brella.
Railway Cars in Indio..
Hot times in Irate have led to a
unique car construction. 1 h, passen-
ger cars have double roofs, the one
from two and a half to eight inches
above the other. The upper roof is
continued from the sides about SI
Inches, forming an av -leg over the
upper part of the windows. Another
peculiarity of the nest and second-class
cars is the servants' compartment at
each end, as almost every passenger
Likes at least one servant with him.
No Courthouses There.
"This seems like a pretty health,
country," said the tourist. "What dis-
ease do most people die of out here?"
"Well," replieu the western native,
"you mleht call It klestomanla, but




By AMY F. CACKETT
(Copyright, tips, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
It was ;vile by rtii.see that Wes
Norah Illington Pym found a place in
our quiet boarding house; and to us
it was a subject for constant wonder
that she remained where things gen-
erally were no "slow."
The first night, arrayed in splendor,
she looked around the room in amaze-
ment and pity, and then beguiled us
with stories of the style people in our
station kept up in the west
On the second night three of our
ladies turned in the necks of their
blouses and wore lace. By the end of
the week our ladies all appeared in
evening blouses, our hostess introduced
menus and entrees at dimier. sal tbe
kitchen girl was pressed into cap and
frills and brought up to help in the
waiting.
Our ladies made still further efforts
to reach her level by wearing all their
jewelry and making a show of every-
thing they possessed.
One afternoon, after an interview in
our hostess' private room, a suave,
polite stranger was ushered into our
midst and introduced as a new boarder.
Within an hour he had won all
hearts except that of Miss Pym. She
looked on in silent scorn while he
waited on the 2edies with ingratiating
smiles.
As soon as he was safely out of hear.
ins quite a chorus of voices said:
'What a charming man!"
Miss Pym fidgeted for a moment,
and then suddenly jumped to her feet.
"I reckon," she said, nodding her head,
"we know a thing or two in the west.
If a man comes fooling around, boletus
and scraping, where the womenkind
aren't young and good-looking, we put
• double lock on our jewel cases and
tell the police to keep their eyes on
him."
"Good gracious! You don't mean to
suggest that Mr Compton—"
"Never you mind." broke in Miss
Pyrn. "I've got a safe upstairs. so I
VERY BUSY.
am all right But you watch if Mr
Compton Isn't real interested in ms
to-night when I wear ray diamonds."
Mr. Compton appeared to see Mist
Pym for the first time when she es
tered the room for dinner, her dia
monde scintillating In the gaslight
But from that moment he had eyes foe
little else, and she looked around at us
with a smile of knowing triumph.
The iron entered into our souls and
we watched him narrowly. Hour by
hour and day by day our suspicions
were fed by small events, to which out
attention was called by Miss Pym, un.
til, at the end of a week, our views had
become quite definite and decided.
Deming the whole of this time Mr.
Compton paid her very close attention;
in fact, she could scarcely move but
he was behind her. This, as she point,
ed out, was owing to the fact that she
wore rather more jewels than the oth-
er ladles, and he was only waiting the
opportunity she never gave him in or.
der to appropriate them.
One afternoon Miss Pym came Into
the drawing-room quietly but hastily,
with a look of triumph in her eyes.
"Major Belshun," she said, excited-
ly, "Mr Compton has broken open the
wardrobe in my room and is now
rifling Its -eoestewtse: —43etne-andeseee'L
The ladies gave a little scream and
huddled together at thie startling
statement
"Hush!" she said, "you will spoil it
all if you make a noise. You keep
quiet here and nobody will hurt you,
while the major and I creep up and
lock the door on the thief. There are
two doors to 'That room, major, and I
want you to lock one at the same mo-
ment that I lock the other."
As usual, Miss Pym's nerve and con-
fidence carried complete conviction.
So, leaving the ladies quiet but thor-
oughly frightened, we crept softly up-
stairs to carry out her idea and catch
our man red-handed.
Following her pointing finger, I saw
in a mirror which hung on the landing
a reflection of a door slightly open,
and In the room beyond, Mr. Compton,
very busy with the contents of the
drawers of the wardrobe. -
In a moment Miss Pym reached the
other door, and simaltaneously wi
slammed them and turned the keys. It
did not seem strange to me then that
both keys should be on the outside.
As the keys clicked there was a
shout of rage from Mr. Compton.
"You stay here and guard the door,
major," said Miss Pym) "while I run
for the police. I shall g hiker than
M.' and she went as hard as else
could, while the nian inside began to
bang on the door and demand his
freedom.
"Do you hear? Is anyone there?"
be cried. "Let me out at once."
"Oh, yes! I am here," I replied.
"And you are there, and there yen
are coin to stay until the police
come.''
„Mete listavea's *eke don't be a feel,
e..sa. I era rasa prime to you that it
is all right. Let me out quickly.
Such a lot depends on every moment."
"I can quite believe that," I an-
swered, with a knowing smile. "Every
moment brings the police nearer."
"The police won't come, you idiot!"
he shouted.
"You must have a little patience,"
I answered, sardonically.
"I tell you, man, they will never get
here, unless you send a servant for
them. For goodness' sake, send some
.211e. j 11111_ A detective.. They NEL
know me."
"I can quite believe your last re-
mark." I chuckled. "but I am not go-
ing to move from this door even to
send for more police."
He then offered to push his creden-
tials•under the door for me to read.
but I assured him that I was no judge
of forged documents.
Something like a groan came back
in reply, and I concluded that my man
had given up hope of escape.
After awhile it struck me that Miss
Pym had been a long time away, and
on referring to my watch I found that
almost half an hour had elapsed.
Quietly slipping downstairs, I dis
covered the servants huddled together
In the kitchen. One of them went
forth with instructions to hasten back
with the first policeman she could find,
and I returned to my station at the
door.
In • few minutes I heard the wel-
come heavy steps, and two policemen
(the maid did not believe in the ef
fleecy of one) hastily presented them-
selves and prepared for a rush from
the room as I opened the door.
But the rush did not come; and we
entered to find Mr. Compton calmly
brushing the dust off his clothes.
A word from him immediately gave
rise to a look of surprise on the po-
licemen's faces, and after listening to
some hurried Instructions they quickly
retired from the room, leaving Mr.
Compton and myself alone.
"As for you. Meier Belshun " he said,
turning to rhere I stood in amaze-
ment, "I am half inclined to have you
arrested for aiding the escape of a
criminal. You haie done that pretty
effectually," he went on. looking at
his weich. "She has bad almost an
hour's start."
"Good heavens!" I exclaimed; "you
don't mean to tell me—"
"I mean," he interrupted, "that I am
Detective Norton, and that I have
been staying at this house for the so:e
purpose of watching Miss Pym. Unfor-
tunately she must, apparently, have
identified me. but she was very care-
ful to keep the knowledge to herself.
This afternoon I saw her fast asleep
in the dining-morn, and availed myself
of the opportunity of searching her
room. The little evidence that I have
gathered here would be sufficient for
my purpose. But now, owing to your
clumsy interference and her clever-
ness, she has slipped off. Than Is
only one thing to be thankfial for, and
that is that she hasn't taken anythitg
with her this time."
"Are you sure of that?' I groaned.
"Quite," he answered; "the ladle's
had all their jewelry on last night,
and I know Miss Pym has not been
near any of their rooms to-day."
"You had better come down and see
them," I said, helplessly.
He hastily explained to them how
matters stood. Bet they were at first
too frightened to understand.
"Now," he finished up, "I hops.
ladies, you all have your jewelry an,3
money safe."
"Oh, year* said Mies Melesworthy,
timidly; "we gave it all to Miss Pym
last night to lock tup in her little safe."
Almost before she had finished
'peaking. Mr. Norton was up the stairs
and I followed quickly behind him:
When I entered Miss Pym's roots hi
was standing with the door of the safe
open--and it was practically empty.
I am I regret to say. quite con-
vinced of the clevern as of Miss Novab
tllington Pym, for she is still at largo
YR HUNTSMAN.
Now (loth ye Hoe huntsman
Take "hunting license" mite
And with a brand-new "outfitter
Pie tooth forth to scouts
And seeks ye beastes ferocious
That haunt ye woedes &bouts.
He seeks with test ye rabbit.
And eke ye doe and ;luck*,
But presently he shoMeth
Ye farmer's gentle ducks,
And as he payeth for Me,
He darneth of hys lucks!
Anon he tries another,
Ye:ept ye "stl.le-hunt" ran,
And sneaketh through ye forma
As softly as he can,
And suddenly he bagman
A costly hired man.
Mark well ye eine huntsman!
Hs gunne he keeps atte conk*.
But when a hare he meth
Hys knees together knock.—
And finally his guide dot h kills
Ye rabbit with a rooks!
Beware of ye same huntsman,
And walk behind hym notte,
The which of his vicinage
Is the moste fearsome spotte—
For there Is where bye comrade
Most frequently gets shotte!
Meanwhile. observe ye Nimrod—
He stoppeth for to buy
A goodly bag of biases's,
And personally doth Ile
Unto his trusting wyfe. wae
Just winketh of her eye.
-eft. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Excursion:
St. Louis en. Tennessee River Pack-__
et company—the cheapest and he)
excursion wet of Padticah.
VIA° For the Round Dip toTennessee river& return
It is a trip of pleas -:_re, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in
For other information apply to Jas.
,_kozer, *uneriatendent; Flank
Brown, agent.





will cure that awful pain
eflias cured others, will cure yens.
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
we wtU gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORILS.I
Simenth and Judaea St. 'Phone an






Will tie keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches--severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GI E QUICK
RELIEF.






Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 126
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




The wife of a well-known author has
a fed for collecting trees. Fitting sort
of pastime for an author's wife to pur-
sue. Coal comes high.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30th, s906.
SOUTH BOUND No. mom
Leave Cincinnati  8:2o a.m.
Leave Louisville  12:01 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 







Leave Paducah  
Arrive Fulton  • •111.
Arrive Ghbs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rive' 
A rrive Jackson 
Arri.e Memphis 





























































NORTH BOUND No. ma
New Orleans  7 10 p.m.
Memphis  6 45 am,
Jackson, Tenn  8 07 a.m.
Rives 
Fulton  ruts am
Paducah  11 :30 a.m.

























10 to p rn.
58 p.m.
12 35 are,
: 3 148 a.mln".
303 am.



























NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. mag
Leave Paducah  12-40 p•nl 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale  4 25 P.m 8:40 p.m,
Arrive Chicago  6 30 a.m 6:3o a.m.
Arrive St Louis  8 3se pm.7.30 a.m.
— —
SOUTH BOUND
Leave St. I.onis 
Leave Chicago 














NORT BOUND zot-80; . LasAas
Eeave Nashville •-• 8:10 CM
Leave Hopkinsville  II:20 a.m. 6 :40 a.M.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:45 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:75 Pm. 9:25 a.m,
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 9:3o a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m. 11:10 a.m.
Arr:ve St. I,ouis  7:20 a.m. 4 30 p gi.
Ai rive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 9:30 p in
.••••
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 136-836
I.cave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:40 a.m.
I.eave St.Louis  9:40 P.m. I:5o pin..
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m. 5:55 P.m
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m. 7'40 P.m
Leave Paducah  7:50 am.
3:1Arrive Princeton  9:29 a.m. 4:450 pin.p.m. 
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:*5 p.m. •
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rue
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between ancinnattl,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Tiains 8ot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8or connects at East Cairo with Chicago
Sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
.11 M. PRATHER,,Tieket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW. D. P. A., Loiisville, Ky,
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, lit

























































































































(Copyright, mos, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
Gloom was in her pretty face.
"What ails you, Helen, dear?" asked
her husband, in his kindest tone.
"It is nothing, Reginald," was Der
reply, which, of course, meant at that
moment: "It," whatever it was, was
everything.
"Was there anything in the post this
morning that-"
"The post!" she cried. "How can
you think that?"
"Well, is it my going-"
Whir„you are-often away.
Why should that trouble me?"
"Yet you grew serious as soon as 1
mentioned it just now."
"Did I? Oh, no; It is not your go
lag. Still, Reginald, you seem very
eager to be off. Especially as you
won't be home to-nighL"
Reginald's turn came now for eva-
de/us.
"Upon my honor, Helen, one would
• think from the very way you said that
that I was always anxious to be away."





She had roused his indignation.
She smiled.
"Well," said he, forebodingly.
"You'll come back to-night?"
"Yes; good-by. I shall not be baa
In time for dinner."
Five minutes later Mn. Reginald
Went out heavily vetted. She went fat
away from the house, and did not etc);
till she reached the general post office
Any other place in Londou was too
small tor the telegram she had to send
"You are quite wrong. There shall
be no 'one last look' in my history.
I have insisted upon my husband being
home this evening. Take this bc mean
definitely you must never dare COM-
Inutdcate with me again."
There was no signature. The send-
mos features were hidden, and not the
slightest clew was left whereby the
origin of the message might be traced.
"That is definitely settled," said she
to herself, outside the building. "If
there is one proof of Reginald's being
fond of me, It is the fact that he is
still jealous of the man to whom If
was once engaged. The mention of;
his name sends him into an absurd
sage. What would happen if he knew
he had written me a letter? Then if
It ever came to hts ears that he had
banally been to see me in Reginald's
Own house! And if they were to meet
there!"
When Mrs. Reginald opt home the
first thing she did was to take a letter
out of her packet, put it on the fire
and watch It become ashes. Of course
op she read it once again before burning
IL
"When I remised to London and
found you married as a retaliation up-
on my indifferent conduct, I knew
should never be happy in this country.
I determined to leave London straight
away. But I want to see you-I want
to see you so much. I know it is
wrong, but right or wrong is nothing
to me. I am coming to take one last
look at you, hear your voice for the
last Mune. I have discovered when the
hatelal being (*that's my husband,'
commented the reader) will be absent.
I implore you to let me see you this
evewilag."
Perhaps it was because Mrs. Regi-
nald's eommon seeks was so pro-
nouneed that she deeided not to tell
her liasband anythiag about the letter.
"Wilw should I do anything to hurt
his feelings, to arouse bad blood? It
might forever make his life and mine
unkaapy. Besides," she added, with
the generosity that womeo extend to
men whose extravagance takes the
form this persooal adoration, "this
poor iellow could not heM himself, I
suppose. No; Instead of causing any
uttplassantness, I have done the wisest
thing. I have put a decided stop to
the mans entice. He was always good-
lock iag and wtil-dressed, too," she
commented, irrelevantly.
• lleble rest soots restored the good
spirits at Mrs. Reginald. She had just
taken a cup of tea, which cheered her
considerably; and after Jane had
cleared away and Wt the lamp, she sat
thirties( of her eventful day. The
been threatened was past.
"Jame, if anyone calls, send them
AP."
"Yes, m'm," said Jane.
The door bell rang Jane hurried
down.
Mrs. Reginald's best intentions were
frustrated; the man who had caused
all her perturbation was now ushered
into her presence.
He was young, tall, dark, handsome
and well dressed. The intense excite-
ment of standing before the woman he
loved, and the pain of resing her for
the last time, gave bhp face a glow
whieh seemed to surround him like the
halo of a martyr.
But anguish also found a howeLla
the heart of the woman. -
"You will not speak to me, Helen?"
said the man.
"Mr. Greatrex," she returned with a
cold meaner, "why have you been fool-
ish eaough to de tits? You deliberate-
endabger the happiness of husband
and wife. Has all sense of honor left
you?"
"Yea are cruel. I thought you could
spare me one little .moment in which
to be' happy."
"The past is the past. I am a wife.




"You had the massager
"What message?"
"The telegram I sent this morning.*
"Where dtd you send It?"
"To the hotel address on the letter."
"I am sorry. That letter was written
in the afternoon. I have not been to
the hotel since-"
The woman groaned.
She looked pleadingly at Greatrex.
"If you have any kindness left for
me," she said, "leave my husband's
house this moment. Do not let us de-
lay. Go at once."
"Without a kind word from you.
Helen?"
"I am deeply sorry, Mr. Greatrex,
that I should ever have caused you a
moment's unhappiness. I can say no
more. The past is the past. I was not
a wife then. Now, I have no right to
be more than polite to you. Your right
is limited in Um_ gams way to
me."
"Ah, Helen, my right is not so easily
defined. By right you are mine. My
feeling for you has never lost its pow-
er. I think of you night and day."
"You were not always so ready to
show it. Your treatment of me was
not all that could be desired. But that
is the past. I ask you to be silent on
that and leave me. Can't you see how
your being here terrifies me?"
"I did not know how I valued you
till I lost you. Now I know-"
The street door was thrown open.
She dreaded to think that this might
be her husbaad. If so, then her pun-
ishment was complete.
A sound of pain came up from the
hall.
"Helen, listen:" called the voice of
her husband, In unmistakable agita-
tion.
Helen covered her face with her
hands.
"They will kill one another!!" aka
cried.
Kr. Greatrex stood motionless. The
terror of the woman took away for a
moment his presence of mind.
"Helen, Helen!" called her husband
She wondered why he dAayed com-
ing up.
A groan came from the hall.
Helen recovered herself a little. She
Looked up.
"Stay here," she whispered. Irene-
bllngly.
She ran softly to the landing and
saw her husband at the foot of the
stairs, moving strangely about the
hall like a man in the dark, although
the hall lamp had holm lighted. He
seemed to be trying unsuccessfully to
take off his coat with one hand.
"Heien, Is that you?" asked Regi-
nald.
"Yes," she replied, trying to suppress
her 
agitation.Now she perceived that something
had happened to him. He held his
hand tightly over his left eye.
"Has anything happened?" asked his
wife, delaying him at the foot of the
staircase, while she slowly took off his
coat.
"The beastly horse went down on a
hill just as I was driving to Jenks At
Co.'s place this afternoon in liallwelL
The hansom went all to smash. The
front window sash broke and I was
thrown on to it. I think it's ruined
my left eye. The doctor dressed it
and put a cap on it."
Helen's sorrow was as great as her
husband's pain. But In a moment the
feminine quiantas of thought caught
at a means of salvation for her own
and her husband's happiness (what-
ever might be the effect -Upon his left
eye).
"The gas light is terriule," she cried
"If the eight of one eye is injured, it
will endanger the sight of the other if
left exposed to gas light. Let me bind
It"
Without waiting for permission, she
swiftly drew out her handl:stetter. In
another instant she had bandage' his
right eye, and ho was completely blind.
"Now, dear." she said, takii:g his
arm, "let me lead you up to our room."
"What a kind little woman you are,
dear," said Reginald.
He stumbled upstairs beside her
Withent hesitating Rite led him into
the roomwhere Greatrex stood in won-
derment.
As she passed over the threseold.
Helen made a sign indicating that he
must leave at once.
Oreatrex trent slowly down the
etaircese and but of the house, which
he should never again enter.
The wife stood with her hand upon
her heart, at the door of the room,
watching the man till the hall door
closed behind him. Then- she 
nto tears, and returning to the, sofa
knelt at her husband's feet.
REAL LIFE.
Ti was back In old Mieroury
In IL Peaceful farming vale,
And the folks were plunged In trouble-Hushed the music of the nail.
There a villain held s. mortgage
On the dear old farmhottee root •
Much he loved the widow's daugLer
And betrayed the cloven hoof.
tint, mast there was no hero
To strive with ininly grate,
t-d With ringing edit of "Dastard,*Fling the gold into his face.
yet the villain paled and faltered,
. While he muttered: "Foiled avant*For his ear had caught the cackle
Of the mortgage rifting hen.
-McLandburgh Wilson, in N. Y. Sun.
An Accomplishment.
Patience-Is she an accompltshef
conitereationalist?
Patrice-Indeed, she Is! Why, I nere
er ktiew a wornyi wb,0 could talk with
hairpins in her mouth as she can.-
Yonkers Statesman.
Generally idiaitted.
weate'er may be said of a eirsatilmarti
"Too giddy." "hit° old" or "ten new,*
MI ell ono point admits of Ito ipelititiotte can't he "too good es eg eras,-
--Philadelphia Praia
THE RIVER.
BY CHA.RLES W. STEVENSON.
0, stately flowing free,
And faithful as the speeding hours.
Dont thou but seek the lonely sea,
'Po lose thy quickening powers
In windlesa deeps where shipwrecks UsAnd only dark and death draw nigh?
Dost thou flow on heedless of fate,
Aa aimless force amid a world
Where never will en will doth wait
And wishes' vain are hurled
Against the hills of chance that loom
Along horizons black with doom?
What is thy message unto man,
A brief sojourner by thy side,
Thy mission in the mystic plan
That bath too oft denied
Ambition's high and holy worth,
And love, that would Blume the earth?
About thy banks In days long past
Great nations rose and ruled and fell.
Their grandeur now is overcast
And-beekeer marbles-telt —
The dreams of all who came and went.
The story of man's slow ascent.
Past thrones of dust and temples lone.
And graves of unremembered dead.
Thy waters make their ancient moan
O'er futile glories fled
From haunts where wild beasts make thels
lair
And all is mute save gaunt despair.
Nay, more than this thy lesson shows,
To man who bears his burdens grave.
And, upward looking, swift outgrows
The passions of a slave-
Still, still, thy majesty Inspires
The conscious soul that duty Brest
With patience true thy crystal tides
Sweep round the eelflah city's wall
Through fruitful valleys where &bides
Fade nature's beauteous thrall,
Where toil, that fights with time and fate.
Builds filth the strong imperial state.
Past 'verdured hills, through sunny mead*
Content to find the easier way,
Thou teachest, 'mid the warring creeds
That mar our matchless day.
How more than al. love brings us peace.
And gentle service glad increase.
For where thy waters lave the land
Rich harvests glow, fond homes arise.
Me labor of the willing hand
Man's want and need defies,
And mighty thought assumes Its reign
O'er doubt and death, o'er grief and pato
0, silver river flowing free,
The mountain dews feed thy pure heart.
The singing brooks would tide with thee,
And earth-storms dwell apart,
For in thy liberal life resides
The strength that in submission hides.
The green flags that beside thee grow
Receive thy tender touch and live,
E'en as the kindnesses we show
Do nourish and forgive,
And as sweet freedom brings man cheat,
So wealth and culture spring antler.
All day thy living waters flow
Serenely down to meet the tide-
Past deserts where no daisies blow.
Or chafing mountain side-
And still thy mission does not fail-
To greet somewhere an ocean sail.
And art thou thus like hero-life.
That doeth good whereer it toils.
A quiet force 'mid human strife
That nothing stays or foils,
That moveth on the day to crown,
When, dying. It shall wear renown?
Night •fter night through darkness dee)
L'ochanLed is thy eternal way,
While stars upon thy bosom sleep
As harbingers of day;
And roving winds waft odors sweet
O'er paths where joy and sorrow meet.
Art thou not, then, an emblem true
Of one infinite purpcse here-
Where man so much of man doth rue.
‘Vhere falls the bitter tear-
A purpose vastly good and free
'Mid the divine great mystery'
And, •• at morn and eve the sun
Paints thy still wave with rose and geld,
Etc yet proud wisdom has begun
Or prince:y love is cold,
D•th not a blessing from on high
Fall soft on those who constant try?
0, stately river flowing free.
As slow and sere thy waters glide,
What matters it to you or me,
Where swells the rising tide,
If in the arms of love at last
All effort and all care are cast!
What matters If we do not know
The nay of life, the end of death,
The means by which the soul shall grow
Somehow to larger breath,
If somewhere heaven shall joy install.
And at good heed God's loving call?
Behold! above yon rolling wave
The rosy mists of morning glow,
And o'er this pa'seless ocean graVe
The storm it mad legions gol-
Soon, soon, within the bending blue
Float clouds of pure and pearly dewl
And In, rani., on mountain home,
A tiny drop to earth descends,
Full soon a swelling hood to roam
While yet the rainbow bends-
And thinly velleys, dreaming. wait,
To lure the lusty stream elate!
Se life, exhaling, shall return
To fairer fields, ta nobler ways,
And hope and trust again shall burn
Over calmer, sunnier days;
And, purified by God's design,
Man shall take up his course divine(
And love shall have a softer hand;
And toll shall lead to sweeter rest;
And duty greater good demand;
.,&111-11211.1Aelt-Inara-leAr---ameIL—.
And filth, Ilk. incense, shall arise




called on her way home from church.
Fortunately, though, she didn't find
It out.
Mrs. Naybor-She's very strict about
the Sabbath, isn't RUT
Mrs. Sububbs-Yes. She apologXed
for calling upon me on that day, but
she thought she just ought to tell me
that scandalous story about Mrs. Gid-
day.-Philadelphia Press.
From the French.
Dramatist-It's the first perform.
ance of my play to-night; I feel so
Jolly nervous.
Dramatic Adapter-Do you? I never
feel nervous about mine.
Dramatist-Ah, but you have an ad
vantage over me.
Dramatic Adapter-What's that'
Drama  o!.4 -"y,, _all yeur playa_
'have Teen et:. before.
•
Time Lost by Spectacle Wearers.
Dr. Abraham Huntsinger, the pits
neer professional man and veteran sta.
tistletan of this county, has just given
out a table relative to the time lost by
persons wearing glasses, says a Mish-
awaka correspondent of the Indianap-
olis ,News. He says it's mostly time
wasted and costly time to some. Dr.
Huntsinger bases his figures on the
study of mankind for years. He says
the people woo wear spectacles remore
them and put them on again at least
five times a day, and figures that 20
beconds are required for each such op-
eration. The man or woman who car-
ries glasses for a period of 25 years
(the period being placed low by the'
doctor) will lose s2 days of eight hours
each as a result of the habit to take
off and replace eye glasses'.
Anti-Sea-Sick Built.
The self-leveling bunk for the pre-
vention of ma-sickness, which has been
esperimeeted on for some time on One
of the Dover-Calais boats, has been
found so successful that it is proposed
to festal, It on all the steamers of tke
Aar% ice.
Pleasantries.
He. (six weeks after the honey-
moon)-I suppose you think you were
a fool when you stood up and married
me'?
She-Well, I was the next thing to a
fool!
He-That's true, or I wouldn't have
been there-Yonkers Statesman.
Just Half Way.
"You will understand," said the edi-
tor of the new semilaumorous publica-
tion, "that we don't wish our writers
to be either too funny or too serioua
We just wish a happy medium."
"I understand," chuckled the buf-
foon scribe; "you want them to be half
witty."-Chicago Daily News.
Her Aim.
"We can get you the divorce quickly
and without notoriety."
"But I don't want it that way; I
want to have to put up a fight for it
and get It after a protracted scuffle
through the newspapers."
"Oh, you're going on the stage, ehl"
-Houston Post.
His Fatal Error.
"You say Rev. Mr. Newman was a
failure at your church?"
"Yes; he made the mistake of at
tempting to bring the congregation
Into harmony with his ideas, instead




"She is exceedingiy well read," said
the admiring young wween.
"Indeed?" rejoined Miss Cayenne.
"Yes. She reads all the new books
as fast as they are published."
"That means she is abundantly read,
but not well read."-Washington Stat.
Must Be Humiliating.
Bessie-It's quite a come down for
him.
Tessie-What do you mean?
Bessie-When be is at home he be
longs to the upper ten, but here at col
lege he is on the second eleven.-Town
Topics.
1 Odd, Indeed.
"He's an odd fish."
"Is, eh"
"He is, for a fact. I don't suppose
that fellow ever bought a share ol
worthless mining stock in his life."-
Chicago Journal.
Could Stand Pat.
"I can't understand why they canes
Henry VIII. 'Bluff King Hal.' "
"Well, why not"
"A man with six queens doesn't
need to bluff."-Cleveland Leader.
The Line.
Mary had a little waist
Where waists were meant to grow,
And every where the fashions went
Her waist was sure to go.
-N. Y. Sun.
A PRECAUTION.
Zigson-I just joined the Don't
Worry club.
Igson-Why?
Jigson-Going to be married next
week -Chicago Sun.
Room for Doubt
"How do you know she makes 'plea
did biscuits?"
"She boasts of 'em."
"Yes; but her husband doesn't-
Houston Post.
Educated.
"You say her daughters are highly
educated ?"'
have been taught to say 'this
is so sudden' in every modern lan-
guage."-Judge.
He Had.
'laid you ever do anything Willis'
thrOpic?"
"Sure, I done the 01' geezer dat runs
de aid society tauten de price of as
Overcoat."
Be Had'.
Kicker-Have you ever been at 1116
telephone in a storm?
Bocker-Uut-yes. My wife silk
atonally calls me up.-Judge.
So Consistent Turned About E. H. PURYEARSububbs-I was cleaning out 'Redd-How your Need Shipton has IP*Sunday when Mrs. Straitlace changed! He used to be so com-
municative, you know.
Greene-Isn't he yet?
"No; why he draws himself right Rooms s ant. 6 Register Building,Into his shell, now, when you're trying
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Iry_to question him."
New 'Phone 490."He's turned turtle,
Yonkers Statesman.
has he?"-
Yes, So It Will.
"John, you said before we were Mar.
rted that you'd give up anything rot
ale."
"Yes-s, I blieve I did "
"Then give me some money for
bonnet."
"But a bonnet is not rote"





Said Jones. "but Is 'ere ar...,•• -risking pow-
der? '
"Oh, 3es." said ;Ars. Tone3. -If you would
rise,




Miggs-No, Miss Grace, I assure you
I have neve.. indulged In flirtation.
Miss Grace-Oh, perhaps you navel
received any encouragement
Stronger.




more impressive, more tremendous.
Scholar •- Limburger? - Cleveland
Leader.
Not His Custom.
The Old Timer was handing out ad'
vice.
"Never marry a widow," said he.
"I never do," said the cheerful chap
from St. Louts. "That is, seldom or
aever."-Chicago Sun.
Incorrigible.
Mater-And what did that dreadful
boy say when you threatened to cut
him off with a shilling'
Pater-Oh, the young blackguard
asked me if I couldn't make it 18 pence,
cash down!
Necessity.
Nodd-Wby did you have your tele-
phone changed from a direct wire to a
party line?
Tom-My wife complained she
couldn't hear a thing the n-eebore
said.-Life.
A Head-01" Collision,
Mike-So Cassidy was killed in a
railroad wreck-was it a bead-on col-
lision?
Pat-No, begobs-his head was nff
when they found him, 01 belavel-
Life.
No Help far It.
Toe Clergyman-Do you mean to
say that your wife goes to church
every Sunday without you?
"Well, it isn't ray fault. I can't per
suede her to ̀stay at home."-Life.
Went Fast
Customer-Look here. this 1.1c7- c!.. I
bought here only three weeks ago has
all rr,:ie to pieces.
Dealer-Yes, sir. You remember I
warranted it to gb fast.-Tit-Bits.
What's in a Nerac?
Eugenie-You must join our Social
History club.
Anne-Why, what do you do?
Etigenle-Play brideze for lovely
prize.-Town Topics.
PCP.
Chicagoan-Yon renv.mber that Iat
4utekstep you compesed?
Philauelphie Composer-Perfectly.
"They're using it in Chicago fir a
Funeral march."-Life.
Purely a Queetion of Advertising.
Ferdy Stagedenr- Wev111 yoe-aw--
marry me, Miss Foot:ICA-4'
Dolly Footlights-Oh, the.; Is PO Rod.
den; but you may speak to my advance
agent. -Town Topics.
Army Talk.
"Have you heard how Capt. Jinlut
disgraced himself?"
"No. 'What'd he do!"
"Went and married a civilian, that's
what."--Chicago Sun.
Scattered Some.
"Was he calm and collected when
the boiler explosion occurred?"
"Well, 'he was calm, all right, but
they never did get him collected."-
Cleveland Leader.
Absolute.
"Who is 'The Autocrat of the Break-
fast Table?'"
"Our hired glyl."-Cleveland Leader.
A Cipher.
"Is Vanderpuil one of the oor











Will practice in all courts of Kea*
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Ree‘
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5, Paducah,
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & IrGREGO1111
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Irraternity Building.
New 'Phone tie. Old 'Phone 484.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
H.T.Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Office 2s8
DR. R. E. tifARNE
BROOKIIILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO, 444. I
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours Sto to a. m., I to
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m
a
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building
Phone 1041- -Red •
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and 'Irma
Co., 306 Broadway,
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.











Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH, • KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificate;
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Cahuiders
Framed right up to dste in five mine
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Mt. Carmel, 3,9, rising.
Nashville-missing.
Pittsburg, 5.8, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 3.8, falling.
St. Louis, i&t, falling.




The towboat Samuel of Pittsburg•
is here fOr a general repairing on
the dry docks.
Mr. Kit Haynes. the Cairo boat
„store man, will arrive here today
from that city to reside..
The City of Saltillo passed out of
the Tennessee river Sunday and
getting to St. Louis this morning,
leaves there this afternoon or to-
morrow on her return trip.
The Jim Duffy went to the Ten-
-nessee river yesterday..
The City of Savannah gets here
tonight bound from St. Louis to the
Tennessee river.
The towboat Reaper will arrive
here today from Pittsburg with a
tow of coal for the West Kentucky
coal company.
Engineer Hugh Edwards has gone
to the Tennessee ;Vver to take charge
of the engine rooms for the Clyde,
• in place of Engineer Pat Cox who
got hurt out on this trip. The boat
acomes in tomorrow night.
The steamer Clyde came out of
the Tennessee river last night. She
Lay's here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Ca,ro
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
'back tonight about to
• The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and tomes back again to.
nsorrow.
Today's boat in the Evansville
trade is the John S. Hopkins.
The Buttorff went to Clarksville
yesterday, comes back here tomorrow
and leaves immediately for Nashville.
The, Georgia l.ee will leave Cincin-
,nati tomorrow and gets here Satur-
day en route down to Memphis.
;Tenn.
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis to-
day and gets here tomorrow en route
vp for Cincinnati.
leterei-e-e tetaat •est 2seetet-ealsteli+++
•
PERSONAL NOTES.
Miss Anni: Whitnell of Mar:in,
Tenn., ha* -moaned home afteir_sisit,-__
ing Miss Allie D. Foster.
Mk. John S. •Blescker has gone to
Nashville, Tt..m., to meet his parents,
.Rear Admiral J. S. V. Bleecker, re-
tired of the U. S. navy, and his
wife, wlso are there visiting. All re-
turn here this week.
,Mrs. J. M. Anderson and daughte:
Miss Hattie, of Fulton, are visiting
Miss Florence Anderson of Sixth
street.
Mrs. Minnie Holmes and daughter,
Mass Nell, went to Clear Springs
Sunday to spend the summer.
Mrs. C. A. Schneider anti two sons
of Evansville, lad., Sunday arrived
to visit the former's brother, Mr.
Jake Friedman of Trimble street.
Miss Esther Smith, who has been
visiting her ) 7 trdfather, Dr. J. D.
Smith, has gc • her home in
Whiteaille, Tenn., where she was
ci.11ed by the illness of her sister,
Miss Collie Smith.
.Miss Alice Duggen of Paris, Tenn..
is visiting the Misses Thurman of
South Third.
Mrs. Samuel B. Love and two
daughters of Jackson, Tenn., are vis-
i ing Mrs. John U. Robinson at the
Cochran Flats.
'Mr. Earl Walters and wife have
gone to Hodgenville. Ky., to visit.
Miss Grace Pawley of Kuttawa, is
v.sit.ng Mrs. A., J. Dicke.
Mrs. A. R. Hall has returned from
visiting in Irondale, Mo.
Miss Claudine Woodruff of Jack-
son, Term., has returned home after
visiting her sister, Mrs. Myrtle At-
iinson of South Fourth.
Mrs. George Johnson Sunday went
to Murray for a several weeks visit.
Mr. W. OL Sturtevant of the street
car company, has returned from Ch--
Lauer, Miss Pauline Roth, hild*commendation, that concrete side-
Adolph Weil and the others have walks hbe placed on both sides of
rourned from 'Buffalo, New York and Broadway from in ti-ont of the I. C.
hospital to Twenty-Fifth street,
As the ordinances for improverromt
of Hayes and Sowell streets in Me-
chanicsburg have expired, as regards
the time in which the work is to be
plefed, the cotutcH ordered- by
ittiollon that the old meaiarea stand,
aro.; the time limit be fixed at De-
cember ist.
Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McElrath of
Murray are visiting t-eir daughter,
Mrs. J. Robert Coleman,
-Me-.---Fred- Kamelieter, wife aod
grandson, Frederick Bockrnon, yesì
terday went co' Evansville to visit toe
formers daughter, Mrs. Charles J.
Scholz.
Mrs. W. N. Robins, of Chicago.
returned home yesterday after visit-
ing her sister Mrs. E. B. Richardson.
Mrs. Richard D. Clements has re-
turned from visiting her fathei, Dr.
D. P. Juett of Blandville,
Mr. G. F. Dunlap today goe. to
Madisonville for a visit.
Mrs. J. M. Vickory returned last
right from visiting in Henderson.
Ws. Minnie Rarrikiii will today re-
turn from visiting Mrs. .Rasa
Tanzeay of Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. James Pruitt went to Nash-
I The payrolls and $7,000
viile, Tenn., yesterday.
Mrs .Clarence Miller and daughter, 
accounts. were allowed,.1
Initial adoption was given a new
Miss }lathe, are visiting in Madison-
',Ale, Ky.
Mrs. Hall of Henderson is visiting
Mrs. Lester Cook,
MTS. L. S. Beadles has returned
from visiting in Wingo.
Mr. J. E. Graham and wife today
leave for New Mexico and Arizona.
Mr. Leon Glaves has returned from
Louisville.
.114.1r. Collin McGinnis has returned
from Creal Springs.
Mr. Louis Petter, the butch:,
went to Ashdown, Ark., this morniag
for a visit.,
Mrs. 'John Pfeffer, Mrs. Lizzie
Gierke, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leffel
and daughter Louise, Misses Minnie
Leffel, Katie Witworth, Mary Bar-
nett, Leave Goonerman Olga Pfeffer
and Mr. Rudolph Schultz, of Mt. Ve:-
von, Ind., were here yesterday mak-
ing the round trip on the Joe Fowler.
Mr. Roscoe Reed has returned
from attending college at Oxford,
Ohio.
Mrs. M. Livirgston yesterday went
to Milwaukee, Wis., to visit her
daughter, Mrs. Bertha Newman.
Miss Ethel Brooks went to Dawson
yesterday.
Mr. R. B. Smith went to Kut:awa
yesterday.
Misses Verna Robertson, Lorena
I.l.terrett and Mardi Yongue of Mur-
lay, have returned home, after visit'
Mg here.
Miss Nellie Henneberger yesterday
went to visit in Evansville, Ind,
Mr. James W. Gleaves yesterday
,...ent to Monteagle, Tenn, for a
month.
ASK GAS FRANCHISE.
Kansas City, Mo., June 18-At a
special meeting of the city council
Saturday night Mayor Beardsley sub-
r 'tied a gas ordinance to grant a
thirty-five year franchise for natural
gas to James A. Fleming, formerly
I Pennsylvania, and to A. L. Wilton,
a lawyer of this city, the charge to
he 25 cents per i,000 feet to house-
holders and to cents per Locio feet to
manufacturers. No action was taken
on the measure , it being referred
to the gas committee. Householders
are now paying $t per 1,000 feet for
manufactured gas.
.Robert Carson, piano tuner, is at
way to Oklahoma and northwest Tex. Miller's mkirk store, Tel. 1041-a.
as on a prospecting tour.
Mrs. Jno. Smith, of Claricsvil!e,
Term, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
0. H. Snaili of North Fourth.
Miss Birdie Willis of Clarksville,
Tenn., is visiting the family of Jus-
tice Jess Young of 'Clark street.
Mr. R. D. Garrett is here from
Princeton, Ky. He is the national
bank examiner.
Miss Eliz-abetk Gourley of
Btu/wises% king of bottled beer, is is visiting Mrs. I. Levy of
-family sixe cases of two doierd Seventh.
bottles to the case delivered to anyi Mr. John Sinnott has returned
Pert of the city on short notice. 'An- from a Southern drumming trip.
Mrs. W. P. Ross of Madisonville,
Ky., arrived yesterday to visit Miss.
Anna Mac Yeiser of Arradia
Mr. Henry W. Unrath will return
this week from Milwaukee, Wis.,
n here he attended the Conrodia
college the past year
Mt. Stonewall Pollock
hanser-Busch Brewing association
ranch. 'Both 'phones 112. J. H
'Steffin, manager.
Notsec.
Parties having claims against M.
-St Ingram ilereased will please file
urine properly proven at once,
GUS RAWLEIGH, Examiner,
6or North Sixth street
ca go.
Miss Marie Rollings of LaCenter,
Ky, has returned home after visiting
Miss Ella Sanders.
Mr. Grover Burns haS returned
from attending college at Ann Ar-
bor, Mich.
Miss Blanche Ingram has gone to
Chicago to attend school.
Rev. Charles Henry Dee and fam-
ily have arrived from Greenville, 0.,
and are visiting Rector David
Wright's family while en route to
Jackson where Dr. Lee takes charge
of the Episcopal church.
Miss Rebecca Allen went to Flat
Rock, North Carolina to visit.
Mr. Clay Wilkes and family have
gone to Louisville.
Clerk J. A. Graham of the post
office, leaves next Tuesday for New
M..sico to spend thirty days for his
health.
Miss Mary Scott and Mr. Edward
H. Bringhurst have returned from
visiting in Clarksville, Tenn.
Miss Lillian Gregory has returned
from attending a house party it
Dyersburg., Term.
Mr. James has gone for a two
weeks' stay at Dixon Springs, Ill.
Mr. West has gone to Cairo while
en route to Quincy, Ill, He is pole
buyer for the Cumberland Telephone
Company.
'Rutherford and Monroe Bailey and
John McCarge, all of Rossington. Ky









We have the genu-
ine article in 25c,
soc and $1 bote.es.













yesterday from St. Louis.
,Mr. John Webb went to Henderson
yesterday on business.
Miss Guarner Blair cf Union City,
Tenn., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. W.
T. Cosi%
Att•orney Arthur Y. Martin is
visiting in Greenville, Ky.
Mrs. J. B. Overstreet and daugh-
ters, Thelma and Ruth, are visiting
in Cincinnati.
Col. Richard J. Barber returned
cysSerday from Memphis whet c he









Josephine Hunt of Memphis,
after visiting Mrs. P. E. Stutz.
Mre• ft. L. Cope of Springfield,
Mo., is visiting her daughter', lairs.
H. E. Cleaton. s • .%/..,•
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Stu% Inlb
and Mrs. Henry Kolb. Mr. and Mrs.






(Continued from Page One)
Holcomb-Lobb tie people of Ch „ago
%.•ho maintain a branch office here,
which stated that the Feeble-eh as-
sessor had assessed their flo•iting
property for city tax pnrnoses, which
was wrong, as they already pay on
the property at Chicago, their home
office. They asked, t-n- relief, and
the matter was referred to the finance
committee with power to ac'.
The mayor said he had a long
communication from people asking
that steamboats be compelled to de-
!tie from lound blowing rf wh.istles
in the local harboe, but that it was
not necessary to present the protest
to the mown,  inasmuch ste he had
insructed the wherfmaster --to abi. e
ty the existing ordinance prohibiting
this.
To the street committee and city
engineer was referred 0.1.• mayor's
There was again brought up the
Tiestion of letting :h._ paved bri..k
street run from build'. g to building
on Washington between First and
Qecond, and not ut down concre:e
sidewalks alongsid: the buildings.
Tt.e wholesale merchants down in
that section wint !rick run over
Ndiere the concrete pavements usually
lay so they can back their wagons
op to their doors to load and unload.
The question was again r-eie-r-ra to
the ordinance and street committee
for decision.
worth
furl, forage and, grocery ordinance
that provides these things purchased
by the city shall be by contract, let
to the lowest ,bisider, and for periods
not longer than three months. Finis
adoption was given the bill erratic"
the office of "engineer" for the lite,
department, this official to, havt
charge of the fire engine. The;-fire
commissioners mike the selection
but the ordinance says none oree 3
years old shall have the place, which
win pay $6o per month, and the in-
cumbent required to give $1,00o bond
for faithful performance of ant. y.
First passage was given the
nonce providing for concrete
walks on Jones frorn Ninth to
enth streets. said wallas to be
feet wide, and be finished by
ber 1st.
First adoption was given the mea-
sure calling for concrete walks, six
feet wide, on Fountain avenue be-
tween Jefferson and Monroe.
The ortinance repealing the old
ordinance that prescribes hucksters
shall pay a city licence of $25 to do
business here was lost.
Second adoption was given the
measure stipulating that concrete
sidewalke shall be placed along
Fourth from Norton to Husbands
streets.
The street committee reported urn.
favorably on the proposition to es-
tend Kentucky avenue from Eleventh
steet through ttie I. C. railroad
yarde to Twelfth street.
This committee reported they had
agreed to accept the dedication of
seneets in Glertwatod addition, hut
tire report would not be in until
later
There was received and filed the
idea of having the *tree( committee
chairman gin to Jackson. Tenn., to
see the new kind of tar and gravel
St reel. being experimented therewith
This means the committee stays at
home
An ordinance was ordered brought
in for graefing and graveling Jarrett
street in Meohanicelmeg.
There was filed the board of works
report that extension of water mains
could not be made up Nirire'h
Twelfth street because some proper-
ty owners petitioning for the exten-
sion resided ringside the municioal
limits, while also some parts of the
right-of-way used as a public street
has not been dedicated to the city
by orivate property owners.
There was referred to the police
committee She request of the police
commissioners that the police force
he increased from tft to 3o patrol-
men.
The heirs of the Gilbert warehouse
property on Broadway between
Ninth and Eleventh streets complain-
ed that this property was assessed
for city tax purposes at a kW',
nearly double what aeltijining prop-
erty was assessed. Relief was ask-
ed for, and the relief cemutsittee was
efireoted to inventirrate the complaint.
The board ratified the safe by P
M. "fiction of one-fraff of his ceme-
tery burying ground lot to Minion
•
PADUCAH CHAUTAUQUA
Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
  Tuesday. Juntl_ig, 0:30-Health _Lectures.
8:30-Children's Athletics. ttl:3•-jitunts to Haunts a Bridals
9:30-Health Lecture. Poeta, Rydal Mount and Words
and Premonitions" worth  James H. Shaw
Dr. Krebs a—Ross Crane, Entertainer.
in Dixie  4-Lecture Recital "James Whit-
Col. H. W. J. Ham I come Riley" ... Mise Hemenway.
7:3o-Concert.
8-Scientific Lecture, Radium 
 Prof. W. B. Patty
Berry.
The board of work. was requeeted
to have flushed eaett Monday. atrol
Rieke until October. the genet mit
Broadway between Tenth 2WSIV
enth. 
eite afro Mary
fell into one of the Soles
Wacky avenue where the contraohort
have torn up the thoroughfareWlek
the improvements. She was injured'





4-Lecture Recital "The Rise of the
Historical Novel," Reading of "lf
I Were King" ..Miss Hemenway.
7:3o-Concert ....Lady Washington.
8-11 umo rous lecture "The Siriolly-







2-"Dixie Before the War" 
  Dr. A. W. Lamar
4-Lecture Recital "The Eternal
Feminine"  Miss Hemenway
7 :30-" R Ida lieu" 





to:3o--Jaunts to Haunts of British
-Pests,-Ssaritsvood-and 
  James H. Shaw
9-"A Man Among Men" 
Dr. L. G. Herbert
4-Lecture Recital "The Tempest"
  Miss Hemenway
7:30-Concert.
8-Entertainment, Rose ORIN, Car-
toonist.
Niva






9:16.-Facts of Spiritualism as Re- 7-Vespers.
vsaled by Science Dr. Krebt 7:30-00nccet.
to:, -Health Lecture. S'-Address. .Rabbi Leo Manheimolet
a--Otiver Twist....Mr. W. S. B&W, Individual season tickets can be
4-Lecture Recitel "Dr. Henry Van secured from the merchants at $1.30.
Dyke" Miss Hemenway The same ticket at the gate will be
Concert. $it.00. By presenting this ticket at
ence Lecture With Demon- the gate and so cests additional it
atrations in Liquid Air and will be made transferable for any
Wireless Telegraphy  or.e's use.
Prof. W. B. Patty Children's tickets, 6 to
I price-under 6 free.







EMERSON FLOATING PALACEOMINfi Presuts "NUMPTY DUMPTY" and tlis"BLACK DWARF" at the river
FRIDAY, JUNE 22
Maar and Marble to sue the city for
liararges. The attorneys, in order to
keep oqt of the courts if possible,
pot in their claims to the council
which referred it to the city solici-
tor for investigaton.
It was ordered that the cty stenog-
rapher malee copies of every or-
dnance and furnish each legislator
with a copy, so the measures can be
carefully gone over before the meet-
ing at which it will be presented for
adoption. This is die stenographer's
duties. but she has failed to conform
and report was made on the floor
that she was "too Esrey" to attend I
to it.
President McBroom asked that an
ordinance be brought in providing for
concrete pavement. on Harrison
from Eighth to Eleveth, and on Elev-
enth frosts Madison to Jefferson. The
council refused to have the ordinance
brought in until the city engineer
could mrestigatc the matter which
was referred to him.
Next Monday was set as the time
for the public improvement commit-
tee to meet with the board of public
woillo, and some decision reached as
to just erectly what kind of bridge
is desired &croft Island creek at
Fennell street The engineer reported
he would have to get sons idea of
the nature of bridge chaired. be-
fore he could intelligibly advertise in
the bridge papers, informing bridge
builders what was wanted in such a
manner that they would know how
to bid on the improvement.
I 
The board then sdpourined.
• 
-The tent revival on South Fifth
continues with unabated interest and
larger crowds. Sunday afternoon
Rev. Peter Fields baptized by un-
vnersiem, eleven converts in the rtrer
at the foot of Ohio • street, in the
presence of 2,000 spectators. Ray.
10averipor1t' returned yesterday from
St. Liouis where he went Saturday to
9941 ilit‘Tan-frenlenl* 
.0 be could re-
talai Tare indefinitely.
-About 2,000 visitors were here
p, the I. L. bringing one big
sion from Johnson City, Ill.
'Ifis Brissloport, another from Carbon-
dale, Ill, via Cairo, while the Cowl-
ing, brought soo from Metropolis.
WANTS 
WANTED-Position bx lady at
office work. Thorough bookkeeper.
Address E. W. this office.
WANTED--Experenced solicitors.
Call at Room 3, American German
National bank bulding.
FOR RENT-a rooms. Apply
room 6 Ytheer building. Jos Gott-
heart.
FOR RENT- Nicelly furnished
rooms. Front. Apply at 314 North
Sixth street
WANTED-An experienced gro-
cery wagon driver and clerk. Must
be experienced in Northern part of
city. Apply to Jake Biederman
Grocery and Baking company.
FOR RENT-Nice upstair rooms.
No. jut Broadway. Old phone 53 R.
r41 2174
FOR RENT-Two opium's for
light housekeeping, sac South Third
Street.
WANTED--Two second hand
National cash registers. C E. Berg•
lung, Hotel Belvedere.
WANTED--Goed Cook at mg
North Fifth street. Good wages
- WANTED-Fer U. S. Army;
able-bodied nowearried men between
ligaa of it &ad 35: citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, road
hind write English. For %formation
apply to Recruiting Mims, New
Richmond Hoene. Padecals, Ky.
Tennessee Street Lot.
Northwest corner Tenth, good lot








IT IS 'the BEST
Coal for wagons at Elevator j Both Telephones 2 5 4.
Foot of *, 4 •
sOtrneleOt west Kentucky Coal Co.
Taeorporatad. I
•
•
